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ABSTRACT
Opinion Mining plays a vital role in social networking sites like Twitter, where users share their
opinions, and by analyzing the responses (likes, comments, and shares), we can obtain product
popularity. Opinion Maximization (OM) is a variant of influence maximization (IM). Unlike IM,
only a small set of potential users share positive opinions about the product (e.g., iPhone 12) to
maximize the overall opinion spread as early adopters toward a target product while imposing a
budget constraint. In contrast, negative opinions can discredit a product's overall popularity.
Existing OM systems like CONE take a partial historical rating of users on multiple
products and perform opinion estimation to maximizes overall positive opinions using OM.
However, CONE does not consider actual user opinions from social posts where users provide
opinions through comments, likes and sharing about a product. OBIN mines users' low-frequency
features from comments to create a community preference influence network utilizing user
response on posts and relationships between them. However, OBIN only performs feature-level
opinion mining and does not consider a joint approach that combines sentence-level and featurelevel to remove subjective reviews and includes slang words and emoticons, which users often use
over the internet. Also. OBIN discovers community preference but does not perform OM, which
is more profitable to the seller when introducing a product in the market. The limitation of CONE
and OBIN is that they consider opinion mining and maximization as separate subtasks that require
more training time and do not consider community opinion, influence among the community users,
nor use opinion maximization on their network to minimize viral marketing budget for selecting
most influential nodes.
This thesis proposes Active Community Opinion Network Mining and Maximization
(ACOMax), an extension of the OBIN system that adds active OM and joint opinion mining for
solving two tasks (feature and sentence opinion mining) to enhance the model's accuracy by
reducing training time. ACOMax first performs mining of multiple posts related to the product
using TwitterAPI while considering relationships between users. Second, opinion mining (positive
and neutral) from user reviews on selected posts to perform (i) Sentence-level mining to determine
the overall positive sentiment of subjective opinions using VADER. (ii) feature-level opinion
mining to extract frequent features with a favourable opinion about the product using the Apriori
algorithm. Third, construct an opinion network graph of users who share positive opinions from
(ii) to be utilized by the seller to actively select top k seed users with maximum opinion spread
under Multiple Linear Threshold (MLT) for opinion maximization. To evaluate our model's
performance, we extracted real-time user data using TwitterAPI. Our proposed model (ACOMax)
outperforms previous models for total opinion spread in terms of F1 and Accuracy with the help
of joint opinion mining and solves the cold start problem of CONE, and improves the total opinion
spread in a social network.
Keywords: Opinion Maximization, Social Network, Sentiment Classification, Opinion Mining,
Community Detection, Collaborative filtering, Influence maximization, Frequent pattern mining
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
The online data that led us to the era of Big data is created with the service of social media
platforms such as Instagram (https://www.instagram.com/), YouTube (www.youtube.com/) and
Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/) in which a user interacts and shares information with other
users on diverse subject matters. Discovering communities in a social network means recognizing
a set of nodes/users communicating with each other in the form of comments, likes and shares,
which leads to identification of influential posts, influential users, users' opinions analysis based
on shared interest and may extend product advertisement in a network (Parthasarathy, Ruan &
Satuluri, 2011).
1.1 What is a Social Network – Social Network is a network of interactions or relationships,
where the node consists of users, and the edges consist of the relationships or interactions between
the users, which are interconnected by various types of relationships, such as friendship, trust etc.
(Bonchi et al., 2011). Social Network Analysis (SNA) concentrates on techniques to analyze these
relationships and information flows between nodes in a social network and produce models that
facilitate understanding the network structure. Researchers like (Kempe, Kleinberg & Tardos,
2003) and (Leskovec et al., 2007) are actively studying and understanding social networks'
properties and their structures and their challenges by applying various data mining and machine
learning methods to these data. The best example is the task of influence maximization and opinion
mining, which is the problem of detecting a small subset of social network graph that could
maximize the spread of influence (Kempe, Kleinberg & Tardos, 2003).

1.2 Social Network Graph and Properties - The social network graph G is a pair (V, E), where
V is a set of vertices (or nodes), and E is a set of edges between the vertices E ⊆ {(u, v) | u, v ∈
V}. Social networks are modelled as either directed or undirected graph. Figure 1(a), a node can
point to another node but not vice versa, and an edge connects them; such relationships in a social
network are modelled as an undirected graph. Figure 1(b), with edges represented by arrows,
consists of a set of nodes with a set of directed edges; that is, each directed edge is a link from one
node to another.
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a) Undirected graph

b) Directed graph

Figure 1: Example of Directed and Undirected Graph.

The social interactions/links between nodes exist in two ways:
1) Explicit, e.g., user's declaring their friends or connections directly through actions like joining
a group, liking a page, following a user, or accepting a friendship request.
2) Implicit, e.g., links identified from users' activities by analyzing broad and repeated interactions
between users such as voting, sharing, tagging, or commenting (Bonchi, Castillo, Gionis & Jaimes,
2011).
Example of a scenario of social network: Let us consider a social network data table, table 1
consist of a list of individuals in a social network and table 2 reports friendship relationship among
these individuals.
Table 1: User information from social network

User_id Name

Age

Sex

Location

101
102

Mike
Komal

28
26

M
F

California
Vancouver

201
301

Ishita
Anurag

22
29

F
F

Toronto
New York

Table 2: Relationship information of users in Table 1

User_id

Friend_Of

DateCreated

101
301
12-Mar-2013
301
201
22-Apr-2015
101
102
14-Nov-2016
102
301
02-Dec-2017
Based on data above we can model a simple social network graph as shown in Figure 2.
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Mike

Anurag

Komal

Figure 2 - Graph model of social network data in Table 1 and 2.

In the above graph, G (V, E), V is the set of individuals (or vertices) in the social network, and
E is the set of all friendship links (or edges).
V= {Mike, Anurag, Komal, Ishita }
E= {(Ishita, Anurag), (Mike, Komal), (Komal, Anurag), (Mike, Anurag)}.

1.3 Social Network Analysis (SNA) – Social network analysis is to extract a network of
interactions or relationships from different communication resources to analyze structures and
influencing users of social networks. Social network mining tasks use various graph-based
proximity measures for mining and analyzing social network data. SNA can be classified into two
major categories: descriptive or predictive (Figure 4), below we will analyze types in descriptive
and predictive social network mining.
Why social influence under social network analysis is important?
•

Social six-degrees of separation is the idea that all people on average are six, or fewer,
social connections away from each other. As a result, "friend of a friend" statements can
be made to connect any two people in a maximum of six steps.

Figure 3 - An example of Social Network Graph.
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Figure 4: Six-degree separation

Figure 4 shows two movie actors from India (Shah Rukh Khan) and Canada (Ryan Reynolds) are
separated by just 3 degrees. The graph G in figure 3 have 7 vertices as follows:
V={A,B,C,D,E,F,G} and 8 edges as follows,
E={(A,B), (A,D), (A,C), (A,E), (F,E), (F,B), (G,B)}.
Social Network Mining

Predictive
E.g., Link Prediction, Edge
sign prediction. Uses data
mining algorithms such
classification.

Descriptive
E.g., Network centrality,
Community detection and
extraction. Uses data mining
such as clustering.

Figure 5 – Types of Social Network Mining Tasks

1). A predictive model predicts unknown values. For example, predicting whether an individual
will be a friend of another individual. Some predictive mining of social networks is listed below:
•

Link Prediction: The link prediction task in a social network is to predict an edge between
two nodes. More formally, given a snapshot of a social network at time t, the link prediction
task seeks to accurately predict which edges will be added to the network at time t’. Link
Prediction is a crucial component of the friend recommendation system in many social
network sites such as Facebook.

•

Node Classification: In large social network graphs, such as online social networks like
Facebook, a subset of users or nodes may be labelled with information that indicates
demographic values, interest, beliefs, or other characteristics of the users.

2). A descriptive model identifies patterns or relationships, such as trends, clusters, and anomalies
in data. Some descriptive mining tasks in a social network are listed below:
•

Degree: The degree of a vertex in a graph can be denoted as D (v), which is the number of
edges on that vertex. Let us consider the social network graph in figure 3. In this graph, the
degree of node A is 4 and node B is 3. The notion of a degree in a directed graph is a bit
different. For example, in the directed graph in figure 1 b, there are 2 types of degrees for
node B, namely in-degree, which is 2, because edges from nodes A and D are directed towards
node B. Similarly, node B's out-degree is 1 as it has 1 edge, to node C, away from itself.
-4-

•

Community Detection: The goal of the community detection task in social network mining
is to detect groups or communities in the social network graph with more (or dense) edges
among nodes in the same group than that of among nodes outside the group.

Figure 6 - Community Detection Architecture

•

Influence Maximization (IM): The influence maximization task attempts to help companies
determine potential customers in the market so that by mouth-to-mouth word spread about
the product, these customers can influence a higher number of customers. Example, when
Hotmail launched, it grew from 0 users to 12 million users in just 18 months on a tiny
advertising budget.

•

Closeness: Closeness centrality is a way of detecting nodes that can spread information very
efficiently through a graph. The closeness centrality of a node measures its average farness
(distance) to all other nodes. Nodes with a high closeness score have the shortest distances to
all other nodes. The closeness score of node x is calculated using equation 1, where N is the
number of nodes in G (V, E):
(∑𝑦 ∈ 𝑉 𝑑𝑥𝑦) ÷ (𝑁 − 1)
Equation 1: Closeness of node x calculated
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1.4. Influence Maximization (IM) in Social Networks - Analyzing information diffusion
and social influence in a social network has many applications to the real-world. Influence
maximization (IM) for viral marketing is an example of such a critical application. In IM, a small
set of users are selected, and these users can start a chain reaction of influence with a small
marketing budget to influence a large population of a social network (Ahmed & Ezeife, 2013).
Existing IM, such as Linear Threshold Model (LT) and Independent Cascade Model (IC) by
(Kempe, Kleinberg & Tardos, 2003), formulated the influence maximization as a discrete
optimization problem and solved it using a greedy algorithm. 'Lazy forward' optimization
(Leskovec et al., 2007) is about 700 times faster than greedy (Kempe, Kleinberg & Tardos, 2003).
These models, or their variations, are the most used diffusion models in Influence Maximization.

1.4.1 Diffusion Models - A diffusion model, also known as propagation model, determines how
the influence propagates through the network and is used in discovering communities and
performing influence maximization. This diffusion model's role is to replicate or simulate a reallife diffusion process and determine which nodes and how many nodes will be activated by any
given set of nodes (called seed nodes) after the diffusion process is over. In a social graph G (V,
E), a vertex v

V is active if the information has reached the vertex and was accepted by it.

Similarly, a vertex where information has not been reached or got convinced so far is called
inactive. It is assumed that an inactive vertex can become active during the process of diffusion of
the information but not vice-versa. For the diffusion process to start, there must be some initial set
of active nodes called seed nodes, which are initially activated. In this section, the two of the most
well-known models, namely the LT and IC by (Kempe, Kleinberg & Tardos, 2003), are explained.

Definition of Influence Spread during diffusion process by (Kempe, Kleinberg & Tardos,
2003): Given an initial active set S0, the "influence spread", “influence", or just "spread" of S0,
denoted as σ(S0), is defined to be the expected number of active nodes influence by S0 at the end
of the diffusion process when no more adoptions are possible. Here, σ(·) is a function, defined as
σ : 2V → ℜ, mapping a seed set to a real number (the expected number of nodes influence by the
seed set to adopt an innovation at the end of the diffusion). On the other hand, the verb " influence"
(as in node v influences node u) means "v activates node u".
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1.4.1.1. Linear Threshold (LT) Model – Given a directed social network graph G (V, E), where
nodes V representing users of the network and E represents the relationship/interaction (e.g.,
comments, likes, shares). A node u is influenced by each neighbor v according to a weight (Kempe
et al., 2003).
𝑏u, v =

Σ

𝑏u, v ≤ 1

(u 𝑛𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑣)

Each node v chooses a threshold uniformly at random 𝜃𝑣 ~ 𝑈 [0,1]. The threshold of a node v is
defined as the minimum proportion of its neighbors who will already influence the v to adopt the
behavior. For example, suppose v's threshold is 25%, v has 100 neighbors, and 26 of them have
liked the product, since 26/100 = 26% > 25%, v will adopt the product too. Each edge (u, v) in E
is also assigned with a weight value 𝑏u, v. The vertex u is influenced by each of its neighbours v
according to the weight 𝑏u, v such that sum of all the weights bu, v for all u ∈ N(v) is ≤ 1 where Nv
is set of all active neighbours of v. The diffusion process happens in discrete steps, i.e., t = 0, 1, 2,
..., n − 1. At any time t, each node v ∈ V is either active or inactive. One v is activated, it remains
active and cannot switch back to inactive. At time 0, there is an initial set S 0 that adopts a new
behavior. At time t > 0, all nodes that were active at time t−1 will remain active, any inactive node
u is activated if the total weight of its active neighbors is no less than its threshold:

Σ

𝑏u, v
(u 𝑛𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑣)

>= 𝜃𝑣

Equation 2: Linear threshold calculation

Example: Figure 7 to illustrate how the Linear Threshold Model works. Let S t denote the set of
active nodes at time t, t = 0, 1, 2, ..., n−1. Then St−1 denotes the set of inactive nodes at time t.

Figure 7– Linear Threshold Model Example
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Step 1: At time t=0 (Figure 7 (a)), there is a social network G = (V, E), along with an initial set of
active nodes, i.e., S0 = {1}.
Step 2: At time t=1 in (Figure 7 (b)), node 1 activates node 2 with influence probability p1,2 = 1.0
on node 2 and threshold of node 2 is θ2 = 0.5. So, node 2 gets activated because influence
probability (𝑏u, v) > 𝜃 (equation 2) of node 1 is higher than the threshold of node 2, but fails to
activate node 3 since p1,3 = 0.1 and θ3 = 0.5.
Step 3: At time t=2 (Figure 7(c)), node 1 and 2 jointly activate node 3 since p1,3 + p2,3 = 0.1 + 0.4
= 0.5, and θ3 = 0.5. At this point, the diffusion stops since no more activations are possible. From
Figure 6(c), we can see the influence spread of {1} is 3, the number of active nodes at the end of
the diffusion.
1.4.1.2. Independent Cascade (IC) Model – The Independent Cascade model represents a
social network as a weighted, directed graph G = (V, E). Each edge (v, u) ∈ E is assigned a nonnegative probability pu, v indicating the influence that node v exerts on node u, that is if v is active,
it succeeds in activating u with the probability of pu, v . Unlike LT which assigns the threshold to
propagate the influence, IC assigns influence probability to each node. The diffusion process
happens in discrete steps, i.e., t = 0, 1, ..., n−1. At any time t, each node v ∈ V is either active or
inactive. Once v is activated, it remains active and cannot switch back to inactive. At time 0, there
is an initial set S0 that adopts a new behavior, and the diffusion process unfolds as follows. If a
node v is active, it is given one single chance to activate each of its inactive neighbors u with
probability of pu, v . The diffusion process will stop when no more activations are possible (Kempe
et al., 2003).

Example. We use Figure 8 to illustrate how the Independent Cascade model works. Let St denote
the set of active nodes at time t, t = 0, 1, 2, ..., n − 1, with S−1 = 0. Then St−1 denotes the set of
inactive nodes at time t. A node u gets activated if: a) pu, v > initially set threshold (suppose 0.3)
b) head/tail before activating
Step 1: At time 0 (Figure 8 (a)), there is a social network G = (V, E), along with an initial set of
active nodes, i.e., S0 = {1}.
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Figure 8– Independent Cascade Model example.

Step 2: At time 1, node 1 activates node 2 with the probability p1,2 = 1.0 for the influence
propagation from node 1 to node 2 but fails to activate node 3 with the probability p1,3 = 0.9 for
the influence propagation from node 1 to node 3 (Figure 8 (b)).
Step 3: At time 2, nodes 2 activates node 3 with the probability p2,3 = 0.4 for the influence
propagation from node 2 to node 3 (Figure 8 (c)). At this point, the diffusion stops since there are
no more activations possible. From Figure 8 (c), we can see the influence spread of {1} is 3, the
number of active nodes at the end of the diffusion.

1.5. Opinion Mining and Sentimental Analysis - The fields of opinion mining and sentiment
analysis are distinct but deeply related. Opinion Mining extracts and analyzes people’s opinion
about an entity and identifies features while sentiment analysis (SA) identifies the sentiment
expressed in a text. Therefore, the target is to find opinions, identify the sentiments they express,
and then classify their polarity.

Figure 9- Opinion Mining vs Sentiment Analysis
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Opinion mining and its analysis have been studied extensively, and generally, three research
directions are explored, i.e., document-level, sentence-level, and feature-level opinion mining:
a). Document-level (Turney, 2002) presented an approach of determining document's polarity by
calculating the average semantic orientation (SO) of extracted phrases. SO was computed by using
pointwise mutual information (PMI) to measure the dependence between extracted phrases and
the reference words "excellent" and "poor" by using web search hit counts. The limitation of
document-level opinion mining is it determines the documents' sentiment without performing
extraction and classification on entities. Another is they are not focused on features being
commented on the posts.
b). Sentence-level (Liu, Yu, Liu & Chen, 2014), The aim is to determine whether opinions
expressed in sentences with modality are positive, negative, or neutral. Modality is commonly used
in text. For example, in the sentence, “this cellphone would be perfect if it has a bigger screen”,
the speaker is negative about this phone although there is a typically positive opinion word
“perfect” in this sentence.
c). Feature-level, models classify and summarize reviews by extracting high-frequency feature
keywords and high-frequency opinion keywords. Feature-opinion pairs were identified by using a
fixed list of keywords to recognize high-frequency feature words. Research by (Hu & Liu, 2004)
extended feature-level into a statistical approach capturing high-frequency feature words using
association rule mining. Infrequent feature words are captured by extracting known opinion words'
adjacent noun phrases.

Figure 10: The three factors that influence a customer’s buying decision: a) user preference for similar items, b)
information regarding the target item from the public media, c) feedbacks from friends
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However, (Hu & Liu, 2004) approach could not address in-frequent features effectively. To solve
this problem, OBIN (Mumu & Ezeife, 2014) uses the OpinionMiner (Jin, Ho & Srihari, 2009)
framework. OBIN solved the issue of in-frequent features and solved issues to 1) Automatically
extract potential product entities and opinion entities from the reviews, 2) Identify opinion
sentences that describe each extracted product entity, 3) Sentiment analysis to determine opinion
orientation (positive or negative) given each recognized product entity. OpinionMiner effectively
identifies complex low-frequency phrases in the product-specific reviews, new potential product
and opinion entities are discovered based on the patterns the classifier has seen from the training
data, also included Part-of-Speech (POS, is the process of marking up the words in a text) and
Tagging and Named Entity Recognition (NER, is the process of identifying and classifying person
names and organization names) in their algorithm for opinion mining.
Sentiment analysis of Negative Opinions: In general, IM methods assume that most of the users
are potential customers. However, in the promotion of many products, such as new iPhone, many
of the opinions can be detrimental due to the different preference of these users. The spread of
negative opinions harms the product’s reputation and washes out the positive opinions. In this
case, simply maximizing the spread over a social network can no longer achieve an optimal
outcome. The goal is to divide the customers in the market into several portions, and a specific
marketing strategy should be investigated and designed carefully for each portion of users to
maximize the profit.

1.6 Active Opinion Mining and Maximization - Conventional opinion mining approaches
assume that the users' opinions can be either estimated or generated based upon their neighbour's
opinions (Gionis, Terzi & Tsaparas, 2013). Users' opinions could be estimated from the user's
history, or their opinions could be observed once they have been exposed to the product during the
propagation process. The opinion estimation process of unknown ratings and influence
propagation intertwines together, requiring the model to consider the two components collectively.
CONE (Liu, Kong & Yu, 2018) proposed the active learning framework to address the above
challenges. In the active learning framework, the selection of seed nodes in information diffusion
is interrelated with the estimation of user opinions.
However, the estimated opinion does not reflect users' actual preferences (existing
preferences expressed via comments and likes on posts) on the target product. Therefore, opinion
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mining and maximization frameworks like CONE and OC (Zhang, Dinh & Thai, 2013) can no
longer work. Instead of opinion estimation, we can extract user opinions to reflect their actual
preferences from user comments about the product through social network posts using opinion
mining. Therefore, the proposed ACOMax uses the active learning framework to consider opinion
mining and opinion maximization collectively.
1.6.1 Joint Opinion Mining – The joint opinion mining approach proposed by (Mai & Le, 2020)
performs joint sentence and aspect-level sentiment analysis of product comments resulting in (1)
capture the mutual benefits between these two tasks, and (2) leverage knowledge learned from
solving one task to solve another. Joint approach by (Mai & Le, 2020) shows that the joint model
achieves better performance and outperforms separately considered sentence and aspect opinion
mining. The joint opinion mining approach by (Belisário, Ferreira & Pardo, 2020) suggests that
the combination of subjectivity classification, lexical analysis and feature mining produce better
influential users than any of the feature sets individually. The more subjective reviews (inclusion
of slang, emoticons) are used for feature mining, the more they will be associated with positive
sentiments higher the probability that the overall score is positive.

Twitter Data API

Related User Posts

Figure 11: Joint Opinion Mining Approach

Thus, in this thesis, the joint opinion does both sentence subjectivity analysis in conjunction with
feature sentiment analysis for opinion classification. For every sentence/review in the dataset, we
need to identify the subjective reviews, remove named entities (Apple, iPhone), calculate sentence
polarity and only pass opinions with positive polarity for feature-level mining. It aims to predict
the overall rating based on users' opinions about the target products through posts.
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1.6.2 Community Opinion Network – The idea is to build a trust network of community detected
through opinion mining through social network posts. Several researches by (Pang et al. 2002,
Turney 2002, Agrawal et al. 2003, Dave et al. 2003, Hu and Liu 2004, Mishne and Glance 2006,
Ding et al. 2008, Gomez et al. 2008, Li et al. 2008, Tang et al. 2009) have been done for analyzing
user’s responses on interest networks (i.e., user-service interaction), but there has been no previous
work studying user responses in friendship networks (i.e., user-user connections). Such userservice connections are domain specific and product-feature oriented. For example, these networks
may be product review domains. Due to the emerging popularity of friendship networks,
discovering common interests shared by users is a fundamental problem in such friendship
networks since it is the bread-and-butter function of building user communities of the same
interests, finding the topic experts in different subjects, identifying hot social topics, and
recommending personalized relevant contents. An efficient and scalable solution is crucial to the
growth of social communities. Main tasks in generating the community opinion network after
successful mining of user opinions are:
1. Selecting users with positive opinion about the target product on social posts by aggregating
users’ opinions (e.g., likes, retweets, comments and quotes). Discovering user-user relationships
through interactions among selected users on social posts.
2. Calculating user influence probabilities i.e., social influences of users. For example, 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟1 may
have high influence on 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟2 on product p. In general, popularity of a product somehow depends
on how fast the posted influence spreads in a community (a group of users with similar interest).
3. The crucial characteristic of community opinion network is the overall opinion spread of users
towards the target product, for example, whether a product opinion is positive or negative.
1.6.3 Opinion Maximization (OM) – OM is a variant of influence maximization (IM) where the
main task is to select a small set of users whose positive opinions about an item can maximize the
item's overall positive opinion spread in the social network. OM takes a user's opinions on the
target product before the campaign for seed user selection until the budget is used up. Example,
users who share positive opinion about the product (e.g., iPhone 12) as early adopters of a target
product to maximize the overall opinion spread. In contrast, negative opinions can discredit a
product's overall popularity.
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In this thesis, we apply the Multi Linear Threshold model for opinion maximization to select the
small seed set S to maximize the total opinion spread by users in G (community opinion network
graph from step 1.6.2) towards the target product p.

1.7 Data Mining for Community detection in Social Networks Analysis - Data mining is
a process of knowledge discovery (KDD). KDD process include a) data selection, b) data preprocessing (integrates target data from various sources and cleans target data by removing noise
and inconsistent data), c) data transformation (which summarizes or aggregates the pre-processed
data into appropriate forms), d) pattern evaluation and knowledge interpretation (representation or
visualization of these interesting patterns discovered). Data mining is closely related to the
subareas of machine learning but handles much larger data in an automated fashion with more
1.7.1 Clustering
It is process of grouping a set of related objects in such a way that objects in the same group are
like each other (Jain & Dubes, 1998). The process is a measure of similarity between objects and
combine similar objects into the same cluster while keeping dissimilar objects in different clusters
according to algorithm. The process of clustering decomposes a large-scale system into smaller
components. Some clustering techniques include:
1. Partitioning methods such as K-means algorithms (MacQueen et al., 1967). The algorithm
consists of simply starting with k groups each of which consists of a single random point, and
thereafter adding each new point to the group whose mean the new point is nearest. After a point
is added to a group, the mean of that group is adjusted to take account of the new point. In (Soni
& Ezeife, 2013), the authors improve the K-means algorithm and propose a novel approach named
Semantic non-parametric K-Means++ to automatically move emails from inbox to appropriate
folders and sub-folders.
2. Hierarchical methods such as agglomerative approach where each object is placed in its own
cluster and then merges these atomic clusters into larger clusters until all the objects are in a single
cluster, or divisive approach where all objects are placed in one cluster and then subdivides the
cluster into smaller pieces until each object forms a cluster on its own (Hastie et al., 2001). In
(Chen et al. 2014), the authors exploit the hierarchical clustering algorithm to improve the
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efficiency of mining influence maximization by discovering the community structure of the
network to reduce the search space for influential nodes
3. Grid-based methods, cluster data elements of a data stream. Initially, the multidimensional
data space of a data stream is partitioned into a set of mutually exclusive equal-size initial cells
(Park & Lee, 2004). Example, using clustering technique in web mining Figure 12 shows
“automatic storage of emails falling within a certain cluster based on email contents and senders”.
Cluster 1

Email
Body
Cluster 3
Cluster 2

Sender
Figure 12 Clustering Example

1.7.2 Classification
Classification is used to classify an item in a set of predefined set of classes or groups. The
classification process involves the training set and testing set. The training dataset is used to train
model, by pairing the input with expected output. Then, the same classification model is applied
to the test data having unknown target class values, to check for its prediction accuracy. Some
classification algorithms include nearest neighbours (K-NN) (Cover & Hart, 1967), Naïve Bayes
classifier (McCallum et al., 1998), Support Vector Machine (SVM) (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995) and
decision trees (Quinlan,1986). In (Hu, Wang & Yu, 2014), the authors propose an algorithm that
exploits classification algorithms to tackle the Influence Maximization problem and uses the result
of a greedy algorithm to train classifiers to directly select influential nodes based on their features
(Figure 13).
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Figure 13 Classification in Influence Maximization (Hu, Wang & Yu, 2014)

1.7.3 Association Rule Mining
Association rules analysis is an unsupervised technique to discover how items are associated with
each other (Ma, Hsu & Liu, 2000). The association rule consists of two parts the left-hand side is
called antecedent, and the righthand side is called consequent. Association rule is represented in
the form X-> Y, where X and Y belong to a candidate set I= {i1, i2....in} of n items. Association
rule is performed in two stages i) finding all frequent patterns (itemsets) having support greater
than or equal to minimum support ii) finding all rules from frequent patterns with confidence
greater than or equal to minimum confidence. Association rule finds the relationship between the
items in the rule. In Association rule, confidence and support are two major factors, which can be
computed by Equation and

Equation .
(𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑖)

Support of item i = (𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠)
Equation 3: Equation to compute support of itemset i
(𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑖)

Confidence of item i = (𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑖)
Equation 4: Equation to compute confidence of itemset i

Rules that satisfy user-specified minimum support are called frequent items, and if the confidence
is greater than a user-specified minimum confidence then we say the rule is accurate. An example
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of frequent pattern mining algorithm is Apriori Algorithm (Agrawal & Srikant, 1994), as described
below:

1.7.4 Apriori algorithm (used for identifying frequent feature sets): The Apriori algorithm
(Agrawal & Srikant, 1994) is a popular algorithm for association rule mining, and it works in two
steps i) generate frequent itemsets ii) pruning the itemsets based on the user-defined support.
Apriori algorithm takes a transactional database and output is frequent itemsets that satisfied
minimum support. So, in the first step, support count of each item in the candidate set (C1) is
calculated, and those items that don’t satisfy the minimum support are pruned and produced
frequent set (L1). In the next step, the candidate set (C2) is produced by Apriori join method by L1
App-join L1. This process is iterative until can’t produce more candidates set.
Example - Let us consider transactional data as shown in Table 3 as input, where candidate set
(C1) = {A, B, C, D}, minimum support=3, and goal is to find frequent items to create possible
association rules.
Step 1: Find frequent item (L1) from candidate set (C1): The principal step in Apriori process is
to find frequent item by the counting occurrence of each item. The items that don’t satisfy the
minimum support count are pruned and produced frequent item (L1). In our case, frequent item
(L1) = {A:3, B:6, C:4, D:5}.
Transaction Id (TID)
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7

Items
A,B,C,D
A,B,D
A,B
B,C,D
B,C
C,D
B,D

Table 3: Transactional data to mine by Apriori algorithm

Step 2: Generate candidate set (C2) from frequent item (L1) by Apriori join (L1 App-join L1):
We can generate a candidate set (C2) by L1 App-join L1. Frequent item (L1) can be joined only
with an item that comes after it in frequent item (L1). Which will give candidate set (C2) = {AB,
AC, AD, BC, BD, CD}.
Step 3: Find frequent item (L2) from candidate set (C2): Frequent item (L2) is obtained by
following the same procedure as in step 1. We can count the occurrence of each item in candidate
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set (C2), and infrequent items are removed to create frequent itemset (L2) = {AB: 3, BC: 3, BD:
4, CD: 3}.
Step 4: Generate candidate set (C3) from frequent item (L2) by Apriori join (L2 App-join L2)
We can apply the same process as in step 2 to generate candidate set (C3) by joining L2 with L2
using Apriori join and it produces candidate set (C3) = {ABC, ABD, BCD}.
Step 5: Find frequent item (L3) from candidate set (C3): None of the item in candidate set (C3)
satisfied minimum support. So, we need to stop here and join frequent item to get the final frequent
item (L) =L1 U L2= {A, B, C, D, AB, BC, BD, CD}.

1.8 Problem Definition
Given a social network graph G (from a social network such as Twitter), an existing product p
(iPhone, Samsung), the goal is to find a community of influential nodes (seed users) who have a
positive opinion about the product (based on mining their tweets), for opinion maximization
process based on mining of users’ opinions (positive) on product relevant tweets and relationships
from a friendship network graph 𝐺(𝑉, 𝐸) where every edge 𝑒𝑖𝑗 𝜖 𝐸 connects nodes 𝑣𝑖 and 𝑣𝑗 (
𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣𝑗 𝜖 𝑉 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑖, 𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑁) and indicates 𝑣𝑖 and 𝑣𝑗 have relationships on a selected product.
The result of the process is (1) select small set of seed users who have positive opinion by finding
all users with positive opinion about the product and only these users will be used to form the
network graph, (2) applying the Multi Linear Threshold model for opinion maximization to select
the small seed with the maximum influence from the graph from (1).

1.9 Thesis Contribution
The main limitation of existing related systems such as CONE is that they do not consider users'
opinions from social posts where users interact and express the most. CONE considers users'
historical ratings and then performs influence maximization, whereas, in historical ratings, they
have only considered ratings and not comments posted by users on posts. OBIN identifies the
relationships among nodes and creates an influence network but does not perform Influence or
opinion maximization, which is more profitable to the seller when introducing a new product in
the market for opinion estimation when opinion is not present about a product.
Thus, in this thesis, we propose a system to first create the historical ratings of a large group of
users on similar products through opinion mining by extracting users' opinions and creating a
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community opinion network using selected users who have expressed positive opinions. In the
next round, we perform opinion maximization to maximize the overall opinion spread of top-k
users. The process of opinion mining and opinion maximization intertwine with each other, which
requires the model to consider the two components collectively.
We see the necessity of combining these two approaches, opinion mining (sentiment
analysis) and opinion maximization, together to discover communities based on their opinions in
social networks. We create a community opinion network of closely related groups of users with
the same sentiments or opinions towards a product. Identifying influential users in social networks
can help companies with market segmentation and design strategies to better understand people's
opinions about a new product without wasting many resources again to create a new opinion
network. The proposed ACOMax system will use users’ social posts acquired via Twitter for
opinion mining, which tell us about user opinions of the item and to discover influential users and
their communities that can contribute to do a profitable business. Motivated by the above real-life
scenario and viral marketing, we propose a system ACOMax for mining opinions from Twitter
using Twitter API and discovering communities for opinion maximization. Our system considers
both implicit and explicit opinions, posts on selected product.
1.9.1 Thesis Feature Contribution
In the proposed ACOMax, we perform opinion mining of a selected product on multiple posts to
perform opinion mining (feature-level and sentence-level) for identifying nodes with positive
opinions about the selected product and then perform opinion maximization to select final seed set
of users. In feature-level opinion mining, only feature-containing reviews are selected (as in the
OBIN system), neglecting numerous opinions who do not have features mentioned but offer
positive feedbacks. Selecting all reviews will add more users and expose their network and
contribute to the overall profits or revenue generations. To solve the above problem, we make the
following feature contributions in this thesis:
1. Reducing opinion spamming by extracting Time-based posts and users (select posts and users
which are part of Twitter for at least a year and location is Canada) for a targeted product 𝑝.
Reason: Fraction of users and their likes are flagged and removed by automated systems by
maximum of 10 months (Viswanath, et al., 2014).
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2. Joint Opinion Mining (JOMiner) approach computes the overall opinion score about the product
by performing a combined sentence and feature opinion mining. Combination of subjectivity
classification, lexical and feature mining produce better influential users than any of the feature
sets individually (Belisário, Ferreira & Pardo, 2020). More the subjective reviews (inclusion of
slang, emoticons) are used for feature mining more they will be associated with positive sentiments
and higher the probability that the overall score is positive.
3. Community Opinion Network of users with overall positive opinion score toward the product
and assigning influence probability weight among nodes using real world opinions such as likes,
retweets and comments over the post.
4. Disregarding users with negative opinion before diffusion process in OM, solves the problem
of cold start. We leverage community opinion network graph G to maximize the total opinion
spread about the product selected by seller.
1.9.2 Thesis Procedural Contributions
This paper's main problem is extracting a community of influential nodes from a social network
graph who offer positive opinion about the product using opinion mining and then perform opinion
maximization. This thesis proposes a system (ACOMax), which consists of the following steps:
To make the specified feature contributions, this thesis proposes Active Community Opinion
Network Mining and Maximization (ACOMax) system which consists of following major steps:
1. In the OBIN system, the author proposed Topic-Post Distribution (TPD) to extract multiple
posts on multiple products. In the proposed ACOMax system, we focus on time-based
opinions to consider changing preferences and targeted marketing (multiple posts on a single
product). We have proposed Social Post Miner (SPOM), which extracts time-based relevant
posts, nodes and considers top nodes based on the number of likes and shares.
2. Instead of only feature-level for opinion mining as used in OBIN we propose joint approach
JOM to consider sentence-level and feature-level opinion mining collectively.
3. Construct influence graph G = (V, E) from Twitter follower network of user stored at the end
of step 2 and assign influence probability weight to each edge between nodes by computing
the below formula:
𝑃𝑢,𝑣 =

(#𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑢 𝑜𝑛 𝑣) + (#𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑢 𝑜𝑛 𝑣) + (#𝑞𝑢𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑢 𝑜𝑛 𝑣)
#𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑣
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Finally, select the initial set of the users before the opinion maximization process for influence
spreading on neighbours.
4. Joint Opinion Mining (JOM) solves the problem of cold start by providing initial set of
influential users before opinion estimation and maximization of a new target product such as
iPhone12 by the promoter using Multiple Linear Threshold (MLT) an extended version of LT
by (Kempe et al., 2003).

1.10 Outline of Thesis
CHAPTER 2: Discuss related Community detection and opinion mining systems, different IM
and OM algorithms.
CHAPTER 3: Discusses the proposed Active Community Opinion Mining and Maximization
(ACOMax) from social network.
CHAPTER 4: Discusses the experimental implementation for proposed ACOMax system,
required tools and technologies.
0 Discusses about the future work and conclusion.
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CHAPTER 2: RELATED WORK
2.1 Feature-based opinion summarization mining or FBS (Hu & Lu, 2004) The
proposed feature-based summarization FBS method that mine product features from customers’
reviews, identifies sentiment opinion, and summarize the results. The inputs to FBS are a product
name and an entry web page for all the reviews of the product. FBS method has the following task:
1) Part-of-Speech Tagging (POS) – NLProcessor linguistic parser is used to parse each review
to split text into sentences and to produce the POS tag for each word. Output of the
NLProcessor is XML (http://www.infogistics.com/textanalysis.html). Example <W C=’NN’>
means a noun and <NG> means a noun group or noun phrase. Each tagged sentence is saved
in the review database. Example – suppose a sentence “I am absolutely in awe of this camera”.
Output of POS steps is: <S><NG><W C = ‘PRP’ L = ‘SS’ T = ‘w’ S = ‘Y’>I</W></NG>
<VG><W C = ‘VBP’>am</W><W C = ‘RB’>absolutely</W></VG>
<W C = ‘IN’>in</W><NG><W C = ‘NN’>awe</W></NG>
<W C = ‘IN’>of</W><NG><W C = ‘DT’>this</W><W C =
‘NN’>camera</W></NG><W C = ‘.’>.</W></S>
2) Frequent Feature Identification: Association miner CBA (Liu et al., 1998), which is based
on the Apriori algorithm (Agarwal & Srikant, 1994) with minimum support of 1%, is applied
to obtain the frequently occurring nouns or noun phrases that are explicitly mentioned in the
reviews. The generated frequent itemsets are also called candidate aspects.
Example: Assuming there are three sentences in the review, the frequently occurring nouns
are shown below:

3) Opinion Words Extraction– If a sentence has one or more than one product features and one
or more opinion words, then it is called opinion sentence. The opinion words are identified by
the following method: Example – “The auto-flash is disgusting and makes the face blur”, here
disgusting is the effective opinion of auto-flash. “The picture quality is awesome” and “The
application that is used in it is awesome” share the same opinion word awesome and suppose
there are no sentences to talk about picture quality or application. That means these two
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features are infrequent. In this case, the nearest noun phrases around the opinion word
awesome are picture quality and application.

4) Opinion Words Orientation–Words that encode a desirable state (e.g., beautiful, amazing)
have a positive orientation, while undesirable state (e.g., ridiculous) have negative orientation.
This task has following steps:
a. Select adjective list from WordNet store them to seed list. For example, great, cool, nice,
fantastic are positive adjectives; and bad, dull, dumb are negative adjectives.
b. In WordNet, adjectives are organized into bipolar cluster. Example the Figure 14 shows
bipolar adjective structure for the word ‘tiny’
big

bitsy

enormous

insignificant

tiny

large

miniature

gigantic
vast

petit
e

Figure 14 Bipolar adjective structure, synonym, and antonym

Example, Identification method of positive or negative sentences has following steps
for the feature “picture” let us take example sentences
•

“Overall, this is a good camera with a really good picture clearly”. This sentence is
determined as si positive by fulfilling first if statement.

•

“The auto and manual along with movie modes are very easy to use, but the software is not
intuitive”. The orientation of this sentence is determined by the last else statement and
average orientation of effective features are used, and the average orientation is positive.
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2.2 Greedy algorithm for Influence Maximization (Kempe, Kleinberg & Tardos,
2003)
The goal is to solve the viral marketing problem by choosing a good initial set of nodes (customers)
to target, as optimization problem in the context of these models. First, they introduced diffusion
models namely LT and IC then they defined influence spread function, σ(.) as follows, given a
network graph G(V,E) which is directed with influence probability or weight for each edge, and a
diffusion model M, the influence of set of vertices A V, denoted σM(A) is the expected number
of active vertices once the diffusion process is over. Using these notations, we can formally define
the k-best maximization problem as follows:
Problem 1 (Influence Maximization) Given a social network graph G(V,E) along with influence
probabilities of all edge in E, a diffusion model M and a number k find a set A

V, |A| ≤ k such

that influence spread, that is σM(A), is maximum. Kempe, Kleinberg & Tardos, prove that the
optimization problem is NP-hard for both LT and IC Models and influence maximization problem
cannot be solved in polynomial time. However, that σ (M(.)) function is sub-modular and
monotone.
Theorem 1 (Kempe, Kleinberg & Tardos, 2003): For an arbitrary instance of the Independent
Cascade Model or Linear Threshold Model, the resulting influence function is submodular and
monotone.
According to (Nemhauser et al. 1978) any submodular monotone function can be solved using
natural greedy algorithm with a (1-1/e) approximation guarantee (Theorem 1).
Theorem 2 (Nemhauser, Wolsey & Fisher, 1978): The greedy algorithm gives a (1 – 1/e)
approximation for the problem max {f (S): |S| < k} where f is a monotone submodular function.
That is due the submodular and monotone property of σM(.) function, the greedy solution will
produce result which is at least 63% of the optimal. They presented the greedy algorithm (figure
11) which takes social network graph G (V, E), k and Model m. It begins by initializing seed set
S to Null (line 1). Vertex w which maximizes the marginal gain σM(S ∪{w}) - σM (S) is added
to S at each iteration (line 3), until the |S|=k.
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From
Node
A
A
B
B
B
C
C
D
E
E

To
Node
E
F
A
D
C
D
E
E
A
F

Influence
Probability
0.1
0.9
0.3
0.4
0.3
0.6
0.4
1
0.55
0.45

Table 4: Social network data with Influence Probability
Figure 15- Social Network Graph with influence probability modeled on data in table 4.

Algorithm 1: The Greedy k-best influence maximization algorithm
Input: G, k, σm /*G is the social network graph, k the desired size of the seed set and σ m is
the influence model*/
Output: Seed set S
Begin
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Set S ← ∅
for i = 1 to k do /*Look for seeds until k seeds are found /
u ← argmax w ∊ V-S (σm(S ∪ {w}) - σm (S));/Pick node u which have maximum
marginal gain/
S←S+u
end for
Figure 16- The Greedy k-best influence maximization algorithm

In step 3 of the greedy algorithm, the conventional method for estimating all the marginal influence
gain of any node w in V, σm (S ∪ {w}) - σm (S), with respect to current seed set S is described as
follows: First, a sufficiently large positive integer M is specified. For any node w ∈ V - S, the
process of the diffusion model (IC or LT model) is run for the initial active set S and also for
S∪{w}, and the number of final active nodes activated by S (or S ∪ {w}), denoted as ϕ(S) (or ϕ(S
∪ {w})) , is counted. Each σ(S) and σ (S ∪ {w}) is then estimated as the empirical mean obtained
from M such simulations.
Example: Let us consider the social network graph with influence probability given in figure 15
above. Using this will demonstrate the greedy algorithm under independent cascade model. For
simplicity we will demonstrate the algorithm by setting M to 1. Meaning we are going to estimate
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the influence spread by running the diffusion random process only once. Also let us consider k=2
i.e., we are looking for a set of influential nodes, S of size 2 from the social graph in figure 15.
Step 1: First the algorithm will first initialize S = ∅ (Line 1). Then the algorithm will enter a for
loop. Since, k=2 this loop will run twice. In the first iteration the algorithm will look for node w
∈ V\S which maximize the marginal gain of influence spread relative to the set S (is null at this
point).
Step 2: To get this algorithm will compute the number of nodes activated by set S ∪ {w} for each
w

V \S under the independent cascade model. Following is the list of all nodes w

V\S and

number of nodes that gets activated by each of these:
{A– 4 as it activates nodes F, D and E},
{B - 3 as it activates nodes D and E},
{C– 3 as it activates nodes D and E},
{D– 2 as it activates node E},
{E– 1 as it does not activate any more nodes},
{F– 3 as it activates nodes D and E}.
Based on the above, the algorithm will choose node A in the first iteration and put it into set S.
Now the seed set S = {A} and we still need to find one more node so that |S| = 2.
Step 3: In the second iteration the algorithm will compute marginal gain, σ M (S ∪ {w}) – σ M
(S) for each w V\S, of each of the remaining nodes in V\{A}. Following is the list of nodes and
its corresponding number of nodes activated by adding it to set S:
B – 2 as it activates node C
C – 1 as it does not activate any additional nodes.
D – 0 as it does not activate any additional nodes and D is already activated by set S
E - 0 as it does not activate any additional nodes and E is already activated by set S
F - 0 as it does not activate any additional nodes and F is already activated by set S
From the above numbers we can see that B has the highest marginal gain, i.e., activates most
nodes. So, node B is now added to set S which now has 2 nodes {A, B}.
Output: Since |S|=2 which was our required number of influential nodes the algorithm stops and
here and return S= {A, B}.
They compared their algorithm in three different models of influence – independent cascade
model, the weight cascade model, and the linear threshold model. Also, their greedy algorithm
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with heuristics based on node's degrees and centrality within the network, as well as choosing
random nodes to target. In paper by (Kempe, Kleinberg & Tardos, 2003) shown through
experiments that their greedy algorithm significantly outperforms, in terms of influence spread,
the degree and centrality-based heuristics in influence spread. One of the main limitations of the
above greedy approach is efficiency and scalability. Note that for selecting a node (step 3) that
maximize the marginal gain σ (S ∪ {w}) - σ (S) is computationally expensive, as it needs to explore
all the possible combinations.

2.3. ‘Lazy Forward’ or CELF Optimization (Leskovec et al., 2007) - To improve the
scalability of greedy approach of influence maximization is the problem of selection of nodes in a
network to detect the spreading of information as quickly as possible. CELF exploited the
submodular property of influence function σ m(.) to develop an efficient algorithm called CELF,
based on a “lazy-forward” optimization in selecting seeds. Due to the submodular property the
marginal gain of a node in the current iteration of the greedy algorithm cannot be better than its
marginal gain in the previous iterations. To take advantage of this property CELF algorithm
maintains a table of marginal gain, mg(u, S), of each node u in current iteration sorted on mg(u,
S) in decreasing order, where S is the current seed set and mg(u, S) is the marginal gain of u with
respect to S. Table mg(u, S) is re-evaluated only for the top node in next iteration. If required, the
table is resorted. If a node remains at the top after this, it is picked and added to the seed set. They
evaluated their methodology extensively on two large-scale real-world scenarios namely: a)
detection of contamination in large water distribution network, and b) selection of informative
blogs in a network of more than 10 million posts. Using these scenarios, they compared CELF's
performance and scalability with natural greedy algorithm as shown in figure 17.

Figure 17: Running time of exhaustive search, greedy and CELF (Leskovec et al., 2007)
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Example: Consider the social network graph in figure 15 with given influence probabilities.
Again, set k=2, we are looking for the seed set of size 2 like the greedy approach CELF
optimization will pick node A in the first iteration and will also create a table mg (u, S) as follows:
The algorithm will pick A as its marginal gain is the highest and will be removed from the table
as follows:
Mg (A, {})

4

Mg (B, {})

3

Mg (B, {})

3

Mg (C, {})

3

Mg (C, {})

3

Mg (D, {})

2

Mg (D, {})

2

Mg (E, {})

1

Mg (E, {})

1

Now in the next iteration the CELF optimization the algorithm will only evaluate the top node,
i.e., node B. We saw earlier that marginal gain of node B in respect to S={A} was 3. As there is
no change the node B will select as next seed and added to the seed set S. Note that unlike greedy
algorithm discussed in the previous section the CELF algorithm avoids computing marginal gain
of rest of the nodes (such as C, D and E) and still gets the same result. Thus, CELF is much efficient
compared to greedy algorithm. In terms of performance experimental results, CELF generated
results that are at most 5% - 15% from optimal. In terms of scalability, CELF also performed a lot
better than greedy. For example, for selecting 100 influential blogs, the greedy algorithm requires
4.5h, while CELF takes 23 second (about 700 times faster). Also, memory usage of CELF is about
50 MB compared to 3.5 GB required for greedy algorithm.

2.4. Discovering Influential Nodes from Social Trust Network by Ahmed & Ezeife,
2013 (Trust-General Threshold, T-GT) - This paper state that existing influence diffusion
models such as the Linear Threshold model and the Independent Cascade model (Kempe,
Kleinberg & Tardos, 2003) consider only positive influence propagation in a social network.
However, two opposite relationships (such as like vs. dislike, love vs. hate, trust vs. distrust, friend
vs. foe, and so on) may coexist in a social network. For example, users on Wikipedia can vote in
favor or against the nomination of others, users on Epinions an express trust or distrust of other
people's product reviews by rating, and participants on Slashdot an declare others to be either
"friends" or "foes", users on YouTube can express like or dislike of other people's comments. The
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authors claim that we need to consider both positive influences exerted by people we trust or like
and negative influence exerted by people we do not trust or dislike while studying influence
diffusion process. Existing diffusion models for Influence Maximization are modeled such that a
node's probability of performing an action (or adopting a product) will increase as the number of
his/her friends performing the same action increases. However, the authors argue that, a node's
probability of performing an action (e.g., buy a new iPhone) should also decrease if its distrusted
users, also buy an iPhone.
Example: In TGT model, a node u trusts node v but distrusts node w. In the corresponding
influence graph, if node u trusts node v, then node v positively influences node u with the
probability of p +v, u with p −v, u = 0. If node u distrusts node w, then node w negatively influences
node u with the probability of p +w, u with p +w, u = 0. The authors dene the positive influence
probability p +v, u = Av, u / Av, where Av denotes the number of actions performed by node v
and Av,u denotes the number of actions propagated from node v to node u (i.e., the number of v's
actions imitated by node u). For example, the action log shows that node v (trusted by node u)
performs 3 actions in total. Among v's 3 actions, 2 actions are imitated by u.

Figure 18: Trust Graph and Influence Graph

Hence, the probability of node u performing a task after node v performs the same action is 2/3 =
0.66, which is the positive influence probability of node v on node u. Then the authors define the
negative influence probability p −v, u = A′ v,u / Av where Av denotes the number of actions
performed by node v and A′ v,u denotes the number of actions not propagated from node v to node
u (i.e., the number of v's actions not imitated by node u). For example, the actions log shows node
w (distrusted by node u, in Figure 18 (a)) performs 4 actions in total. Among w's 4 actions, only 1
action is imitated by node u, the remaining 3 actions are not imitated by node u. That is u does not
perform 3 out of 4 tasks performed by w. Hence, the probability of node u not performing a task
after node w performs the same actions is 3/4 = 0.75, which is the negative influence probability
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of node “w” on node u. The authors propose an effective algorithm named MineSeedLS to dis over
influential nodes from trust network. T-IM takes a social network graph G(V, E) and a budget k
meaning to find at most k influential nodes. The algorithm returns a set of influential nodes of size
at most k, also known as seed set, S ⊆ V . The algorithm starts by initializing seed set S to ∅. Then
the algorithm computes influence spread of each node v ∈ V . The node with highest influence
spread is pi ked and added to S . MineSeedLS then performs the following lo al sear h operations:
(1) Delete, if by removing any node v in S increases the influence spread under the T-IM model,
then 47 the node v is removed from S .
(2) Add, if by adding any node v in V − S increases the influence spread under the T-IM model,
then the node v is added to the set S .
(3) Swap, if by swapping any node v in S with any node u in V − S increases the spread under TIM model the node v is removed from S and node u is added to S .

2.5 Social Network Opinion and Posts Mining for Community Preference Discovery
by Mumu & Ezeife, 2013 (OBIN) - This paper proposes a new influence network (IN)
generation algorithm (Opinion Based IN:OBIN) through opinion mining of friendship networks
(like Facebook.com). OBIN mines opinions using extended OpinionMiner that considers multiple
posts and relationships (influences) between users. Approach used includes frequent pattern
mining algorithm for determining community (positive or negative) preferences for a given
product as input to standard influence maximization algorithms like CELF for target marketing.
Step 1: At first OBIN calls Topic-Post Distribution algorithm (TPD, it keeps track of 𝑉 × 𝐷 (user
by profile) matrix, 𝐷 × 𝑊 (profile by posts) matrix, and 𝑊 × 𝐶𝑚 (post by comments) matrix to
extract relevant nodes 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 for a topic 𝑧 and filter them according to higher influential score
determined by Approve 𝐴 and Simple Response 𝑆𝑅. The resultant data are stored into our
transactional database for next steps. Let us take a topic 𝑧 = “𝑖𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑛𝑒 5”. In our pre-processing
model, 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟_𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒 = “𝑖𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑛𝑒” will results the following data: Message: “Perfect Fit Tech
wants to know which is better? iPad Mini vs iPad gen?”, 𝑝𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒: “ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑝:// 𝑓𝑏𝑐𝑑𝑛 − 𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑠 −
𝑎. 𝑎𝑘𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑖ℎ𝑑. 𝑛𝑒𝑡/3842. 𝑗𝑝𝑔”, shares: 91, likes: 6171, comments: 47.
In this step, we investigate four parameters: “𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒”, “𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠”, “𝑙𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑠”, and “𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠”.
According to problem definition,
𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑠 (𝐴) = 𝑙𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑠 = 6171
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𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒 (𝑆𝑅) = 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠 + 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 = 91 + 47 = 138
Then, apply a term matching process to find whether “𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒” contains the topic-term or not.
Resultant data have the following tabular format:
𝐴

𝑆𝑅

Posts

Term

Post1

Yes

…

…

Post2

Yes

…

…

:

…

…

…

Postn

No

…

…

A profile 𝑑 is a vector 𝑤𝑑 of 𝑁𝑑 posts; a vector 𝑣𝑠 of 𝑉𝑧 nodes choosen from a set of nodes of size
𝑉. A collection of 𝐷 profiles on topic𝑧 is defined as: 𝐷 = {𝐷1 , 𝐷2 , … , 𝐷𝑖 ); 𝐷𝑖 =
{(𝑤1 , 𝑣𝑖 ), (𝑤2 , 𝑣𝑖 ), … , (𝑤𝑁 , 𝑣𝑖 )} where 𝑤 = 𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑐 − 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 and 𝑁 = 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑐 −
𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠.
Step 2: In this second step, OBIN calls PCP-Miner to fetch all the opinions for each relevant post
𝑤 of each relevant node 𝑣, and apply sentence and word segmentation and some cleaning such as
stemming, string matching etc. PCP-Miner apply POS-tagging (Brill, 1994) to identify adjective,
adverb as opinion words and noun, noun phrase as features. Then identify the polarity of the
comment i.e., the comment expressing positive or negative opinion. And finally compute the
popularity of the relevant post w. In this algorithm it identifies opinion comments across all the
comments on that post 𝑤, identifies the semantic orientation (𝑆𝑂) of the comments, and measure
the polarity of the comments as well as the popularity of the post. Our proposed PCP-Miner model
considers four major features on users’ comments: White Responses (𝑅𝑊 ), Black Responses (𝑅𝐵 ),
Raising Discussion (𝑅𝐷), and Controversiality (𝐶). The positive, negative, or neutral polarity is
determined as follows:
𝑅𝑊 if (𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 > (𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 + 𝑁𝑒𝑢𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠))
𝑅𝐵 if (𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 > (𝑁𝑒𝑢𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 + 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠))
𝑅𝐷 = (𝑛𝐶𝐿

𝑛𝐶𝑇 ) × 𝑛𝐶𝑈 , 𝐶 = 𝑌/𝑋

Where 𝑛𝐶𝐿 = number of comments that are replies to other comments, 𝑛𝐶𝑇 = total number of
comments, 𝑛𝐶𝑈 = total number of unique comments, 𝑌 = total number of negative comments and
𝑋 = total number of positive comments. They consider 0.5 < C < 1.5. If 𝐶 = 0, then total
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agreement i.e., the post is either positive or negative. If 𝐶 = 1, then highest controversiality, i.e.,
the post opinions split exactly into two sides.
Step 3: In this step, solution framework stores all the extracted and computed data into data
warehouse for further mining purpose.
Step 4: In this step, paper created ranked list of mined relevant nodes 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉, their corresponding
popular topic-posts 𝑤 ∈ 𝑊, and aggregated opinions on each post along with their polarity
(positive impact or negative impact). Proposed solution framework OBIN calls PoPGen model to
identify the relationships among nodes 𝑣𝑖 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑣𝑗 (𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣𝑗 ∈ 𝑉 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑖, 𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑁 on a topic 𝑧 and
how they influence to each other. This solution also identifies a global relation between nodes
𝑣𝑖 , 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑣𝑗 for similar topic, hence discover the community preference.
Example: To demonstrate the OBIN framework, they use a small sample real-time dataset
extracted from Facebook and integrate Graph API with FQL and conduct a local search in
Facebook to collect all the relevant nodes 𝑣 𝜖 𝑉 for a given topic 𝑧. To collect a complete list of
topic categories, they use Facebook and run jQuery and collected 146 categories. Table 5 shows a
sample list of categories collected from Facebook, where Cat_id represents the category id and
Cat_name represents the title of the category.
Step 1: Let us suppose, 𝑧 = iphone, input to Graph API: {“https: // www. facebook.com/ search/
results.php?”}, FQL = {SELECT id, name, category, likes, links FROM search WHERE q =
‘iPhone’ AND (type = ‘page’ OR type = ‘group’)}. The results executed from Graph API and FQL
are shown in Table 2. It denotes the schema of relation as 𝑈𝑅 = < 𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒 (𝑣), 𝑇𝑒𝑟𝑚, 𝐴, 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘 >
Cat_id
Cat_name
1103
Actor/Director
1105
Movie
1109
Writer
1202
Musician/Band
1300
Book
1602
Public Figure
1700
Politician
2214
Health/Beauty
Table 5 Example of topic categories
Node id 𝒗
130489060322069
110018862354999
214456561919831
101936296565340

Term
iPhone
iPhone 4
iPhone Fans
iPhone 4S

A
3116728
1435239
261210
262165
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Link
iPhone. Page
Iphone-4
theappleclan
IPhone-4S/101936296565340

144971705536847
iPhone 3G
234676
IPhone-3G/144971705536847
Table 6 Example of relevant nodes and data for z = iPhone
For example, in table 6, the first row shows a node with unique id “130489060322069” and name
“iPhone” (in Term column) that has 3116728 friends, and we can visit his profile by “iPhone.
Page” link. They are analyzing data set with language in English. So, although
v=159984244020234 has a good 𝐴 value, we ignore it, and we index the data set according to 𝐴 in
descending order.
Step 2: Generate Topic-Post Matrix for each relevant node. From the step 1, we have a set of 130
nodes with their corresponding Approve (𝐴) and links to their profile. Now let us set a threshold
Approve (𝐴) as 1000, meaning that we are looking for nodes having 𝐴 ≥ 1000 from this dataset.
Now preprocessing step takes each node from table 2 and crawl its profile page to search relevant
posts on topic 𝑧. In table 2 we have a set of 7 users V:
𝑉 ={130489060322069,110018862354999,

101936296565340,

214456561919831,

144971705536847, 267282993312609, 146534208714348}
𝐴 = {3116728, 1435239, 262165, 261210 , 234676 , 189483, 118674}.
Let’s take node 𝒗 = 𝟏𝟑𝟎𝟒𝟖𝟗𝟎𝟔𝟎𝟑𝟐𝟐𝟎𝟔𝟗 and execute query as: FQL = {SELECT post_id,
message, likes.count, comments.count,

share.count, created_time,

(𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠. 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 +

𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒_𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡) FROM stream WHERE source_id=’ 130489060322069’ AND 𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒 ! = ""
AND 𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑_𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ(‘2013 − 03 − 06’) ORDER BY 𝑙𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑠. 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 desc LIMIT 100}.
This results a set of first 100 posts with total number of likes, comments, and shares. For each post
denote

the

schema

of

the

relation

as

𝑃𝑅 = < 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡 (𝑤), 𝑇𝑒𝑟𝑚, 𝐴, 𝑆𝑅 > 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑆𝑅 =

𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 + 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠. For example, first row in Table 7 shows a post with id “469219579782347”
posted by node “130489060322069", that has the post title “black- like, white-comment, and the
winner is ?” and has got 61153 likes in the post, and total number of re-shares and unique
comments are 11325.
Post id𝒘

Term

469219579782347

black- like, whitecomment, and the
winner is ?
pretty amazing

468646856506286
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𝑨

𝑺𝑹

61153 11325

33899

2213

469758623061776

Apple 5th Avenue

33041

2198

467263769977928

white or black?

465792903458348

Take it

28028

2622

180356388777720

Amazing iPhone!

20147

1880

iPhone 5 - The
19685
biggest thing to
happen to iPhone
since iPhone :)
Table 7 Example of Post Data

1420

31359 10364

465731800131125

Step 3: In this step, we apply (𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 + 𝐴), (𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 + 𝑆𝑅), and (𝐴 + 𝑆𝑅) features to classify
relevant and irrelevant nodes using Support Vector Machine (SVM).
U_id
Name
Link
429326 Alex Brown http://www.facebook.com/Alex.Brown
223952 Peter Pen
http://www.facebook.com/223952
Table 8 Facebook User Table
P_id

Approves

962538 1990

SR

RD

C

Score
(θz)

78 NULL NULL 0

Title

Link

Samsung
VS Apple

http://www.facebook.com/
223952/posts/962538

Table 9 Posts Table
Cat_id Tp_id P_id
Cm_u_id Polarity
1
2
962538 6932106 NULL

1

2

962538 40527930 NULL

Time_posted Comment
2012-11-02
I have an iPhone 5, i
19:04:08
upgraded from a 4.
The overall
application of the
phone is awesome.
2012-11-02
iPhone 4 was much
19:10:02
better than this.

Table 10 Comments Table

TPD keeps track of 𝑉 × 𝐷 (user by profile) matrix, 𝐷 × 𝑊 (profile by posts) matrix, and
𝑊 × 𝐶𝑚 (post by comments) matrix. Let us suppose 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 = {iphone, Apple, cell, mobile,
handset}, 𝐴 ≥ 100, and 𝑆𝑅 ≥ 20, which extracts most relevant posts on the topic 𝑧 = iphone.
Then store the relevant nodes data, posts data, and corresponding users’ comments data in our
transactional database called OBIN_transaction. We denote the schema of relation as 𝐷 = <
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𝐷1 , 𝐷2 , . . . 𝐷𝑖 >, 𝐷𝑖 = < (𝑤1 , 𝑣𝑖 ), (𝑤2 , 𝑣2 ), . . . , (𝑤𝑁 , 𝑣𝑖 ) >. For example, 𝐷 = {iphone, iphone 4,
iphone Fans},
𝐷1 =

{(469219579782347,

130489060322069),

(468646856506286,130489060322069),

(469758623061776,130489060322069),

(467263769977928,130489060322069),

(465792903458348,130489060322069),

(472223806148591,130489060322069),

(466379303399708,130489060322069), (180356388777720,130489060322069)}
Step 4: From TPD, a list of all comments for each post on topic are extracted in this step of PCPMiner. PCP-Miner takes all the comments and data preprocessing is done by sentence
segmentation and cleaning. In this step, table 11 shows a sample comment data for 𝑤 =
180356388777720 after applying cleansing method. Then for each comment (𝑐), the PCPMiner algorithm performs the above-mentioned process as following steps:
Post id 𝒘
User id 𝒗𝒕
180356388777720 100002395810151

Time
Comment 𝒄
2013-01i want
06T05:57:57+0000
180356388777720 100003290108936
2013-01this is really cool
06T10:18:16+0000
180356388777720 100004582655605
2013-01Cool
06T11:35:48+0000
180356388777720 100002090841333
2013-01i want to have one lyk that
07T12:19:56+0000
Table 11: Example of sample dataset for user comments
1). Apply Tokenization. Example, we take the row (i want to have one like that), the algorithm
tokenizes to words according to punctuations {‘, ’, ’; ’, ’. ’, ’! ’, ’? ’} and spaces {‘ ‘}.𝑇𝐾[5] = {i, want,
to, have, one, lyk, that}. All the tokenized comments are stored in a temporary hash table called
𝑇𝑂𝐾.
2). 𝑁𝐿𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑟(𝑇𝐾, 𝑇𝑎𝑔) is then take 𝑇𝑂𝐾 table with a list of predefined 𝑃𝑂𝑆 – 𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑠. 𝑃𝑂[5]
= {i_PP, want_VBP, to_TO, have_VB, one_NN, lyk_UH_IN, that_PP}. All the POS-tagged
comments are stored in a temporary hash table called 𝑃𝑂𝑆.
3). A list of adjectives, verbs, adverbs, and nouns are extracted from step 2 for all the user
comments. For example, from 𝑐5 , a set of features are 𝑃𝑂[1] = {want_VBP, have_VB, that_PP}.
Here the feature {𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡} is infrequent feature. To identify the corresponding feature for infrequent
feature {𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡}, we apply 𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑅𝑢𝑙𝑒() algorithm and found feature 𝐹𝐹𝑇[5] = {iphone}
i.e., the post 𝑇𝑒𝑟𝑚 itself. All the frequent and infrequent features are stored in a temporary hash
table called 𝐹𝑒𝑞𝐹𝑇.
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4). OpinionExtractor() algorithm then extract opinion words from the POS table. Opinion words
are the adjectives, verb, adverb across the extracted features. Extracted opinion words are stored
in a temporary hash table called OE.
5). To compute the polarity measure of a comment, we need to identify the semantic orientation
and polarity of the opinion words stored in the table 𝑂𝐸. For each opinion word 𝑂𝑊𝑖 in the list
𝑂𝐸, we search its synonyms or antonyms in WordNet and collect its orientation. For example,
𝑂𝐸[1] = {want, positive}, 𝑂𝐸[2] = {cool, positive}, 𝑂𝐸[5] = {want, positive}. If a negative word
comes in front of an opinion word, we consider the semantic orientation of the opinion word is its
opposite orientation.
6). According to table OE, we have all the orientation i.e., the polarity of individual comment. To
compute the popularity score 𝜃𝑧 of a post, we calculate the differences between all positive oriented
comments and negative oriented comments. For example, Table 12 and Table 13 show the
resultant popularity matrix for 𝑤 = 468646856506286where 𝜃𝑧 = (5 − 0) = 5, and (Positive)
> (Neutral + Negative) i.e., 5 > (2 + 0).
Post id 𝒘
User id 𝒗𝒕
180356388777720 100002395810151

Time
2013-0106T05:57:57+0000
180356388777720 100003290108936 positive
2013-0106T10:18:16+0000
Table 12 Example data in Facebook Comment table
Post id𝒘
180356388777720

𝑨
20147

Polarity
positive

𝑺𝑹
1880

𝜽𝒛
51

Comment 𝒄
i want
this is cool

Term
Amazing
iPhone!

Table 13 Example data in Facebook Post table
All the data of relevant nodes 𝑣𝑠 , nodes who commented 𝑣𝑡 , posts 𝑤, and comments 𝑐 basedon the
popularityscore 𝜃𝑧 , Approve 𝐴, and Simple Response S𝑅, are then transferred to data warehouse
OBIN_dwh.

2.6. Multi-Round Influence Maximization by Sun, Huang, Yu & Chen, 2018 (MRIM):
MRIM models the viral marketing scenarios in which advertisers conduct multiple rounds of viral
marketing to promote one product where the advertiser can select seed sets adaptively based on
the propagation results in the previous rounds. MRIM focus on multi round triggering model
(MRT) which is a variant of basic trigger model as the basic diffusion model. In trigger model, a
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social network is modeled as a directed graph G = (V, E), where V is a finite set of vertices or
nodes, and E ⊆ V × V is the set of directed edges connecting pairs of nodes. The diffusion of
influence proceeds in discrete time steps τ = 0,1,2 at time τ = 0, the seed set S0 is selected to be
active, and each node v independently chooses a random triggering set T (v) according to some
distribution over subsets of its in-neighbors. At each time τ ≥ 1, an inactive node v becomes active
if at least one node in T (v) is active by time τ − 1. The diffusion process ends when there are no
more nodes activated in a time step. The MRT model includes T independent rounds of influence
diffusions. In each round, the diffusion starts from a separate seed set St with up to k nodes. For
the Multi-Round Influence Maximization (MRIM) problem, the goal is to select at most k seed
nodes of each round, such that the influence spread in T rounds is maximized. At the beginning of
each round, to determine the seed set for the current round based on the propagation results
observed in previous rounds. If (St, t) an item, where St is the seed set chosen in round t. For each
item (St, t), after the propagation, the nodes and edges participated in the propagation are observed
as the feedback. A realization is a function φ mapping every possible item (St, t).
Given graph G = (V, E), triggering set distribution, seed set budget k, number of rounds T,
simulation number R, set of already activated nodes At −1 as the feedback from the previous
rounds return best seed set St and activated nodes At. For MRIM, in each round t, pick an item (St,
t), see its state Φ (St, t), pick the next item (St +1, t + 1), see its state, and so on. After each pick,
previous observations can be represented as a partial realization ψ, a function from some subset of
E to their states. A policy π is an adaptive strategy for picking items based on partial realizations.
In each round, π will pick the next set of seeds π (ψ) based on partial realization ψ so far. If partial
realization ψ is not in the domain of π, the policy stops picking items. The goal of the MRIM is to
find the best policy π such that it maximizes the influence spread according to feedback. MRIM
operate at per round base, it uses greedy algorithm which takes feedback from previous rounds
and selects the item for the current round, and then obtain new feedback.
Step 1: Initialize S0 as seed selected. For all nodes v in the seed set of round t (v, t) that belongs to
Vt and not yet added to S0 then estimate the influence spread ρ [ρ = (S0 ∪ {(v, t)})] in the MRT
model by simulating the diffusion process R times.
Step 2: Add maximum influence spread node (v, t) in each round k to seed set S 0 calculated in
step 1. Repeat till the budget for round T exhausts or all seed users are activated. i.e. (v, t) =argmax
(v, t) ∈Vt \ S0 ρˆ (S0 ∪ {(v, t)}). Observe each propagation of St and update activated nodes At.
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2.7. Active Opinion Maximization in Social Networks by Liu, Kong & Yu, 2018
(CONE): Given a social network G, an item set P, a rating matrix R, a target product pt that does
not belong to P, the terminal round number T and the MLT (Multi Linear Threshold) diffusion
model. The goal is to select k seeds from V (set of users) to activate at the beginning of round q to
maximize the total opinion given by active users in G towards product pt at the end of round T. In
MLT each user in a weighted social network G is associated with a threshold θ from [0, 1]. Before
the first round of MLT, all users are inactive towards the target product. At round t, an inactive
user becomes active. At each round, the influence only propagates n neighbors before the next
round starts. All active users will stay active and cannot back to inactive status.

Input: Social network graph G = (V, E), target product pt, partial historical rating matrix R, seed
user size for each round: k (1), k (2) to k(T), matrix factorization parameter λ, κ (budget), number
of rounds T.
Output: Set of best seed users selected in each round (S (1) to S (T)).
1. First, from the given partial observed ratings, user profiles and item profiles matrix can be
learned through fitting the observed ratings by solving the following optimization problem.
Initially randomly initialize two matrices U and V as user profile and item profile matrices and
estimate the updated user profile matrix (U (0)) by using equation 5 with q = 0 and λ>0:

Equation 5: Matrix factorization for learning user and item matrix

PΩ(X) is the matrix with only the indices in Ω (set of observed ratings) of X preserved. || · ||F2
denotes the Forbenius 2-norm and λ is the regularization parameter for avoiding overfitting while
estimating the user and item matrix and uses 10-fold cross validation to select the value of λ and
k, in 10-fold cross validation it takes one-fold and compare with nine others and does it iteratively
for all the folds.
2. Randomly initialize the target item profile v (0) and observed target item rating vector as r (0)
and activated users set C (0). From the equation in step above, U(q) and V(q) is the updated
user and item profile matrix at the end of round q. The last row of V(q) is the updated profile
vector for target item (pt). Now U(q) and V(q) is used to refine the predictions on users’ opinion
of pt using equation below. For loop of round from q=1 to T, update the estimated rating vector
and initialize S(q) which is set of seed users selected in each round q.
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rˆ(q) = (U(q−1))T vt(q−1)
Equation 6: Inner product to estimate rating vector

Example: Given the budget k, apply greedy algorithm to select k(q) users to maximize the total
estimated opinion based on rˆ(q). At this step greedy algorithm is called to select best seed users.
Among all users in the scan, the one with the largest estimated opinion is added to S and repeat
the scan until run out of budget or there are no more inactive users in the network. To distinguish
positive/negative opinions, convert the ratings in R to opinion as:

where rh and rl are the highest rating and lowest rating, and
ravg is the average value of all ratings in R ̄. In other words, consider r = ravg as the neutral opinion,
r > ravg as positive opinion and r < ravg as negative opinion. Add new observed ratings obtained
from first round q from greedy algorithm at step 5 to obtain r(q) and build the new extended rating
matrix R(q) = (R, r(q)) and keep adding till the end of rounds r(q-1). Again, estimate the user
profile matrix U(q) and the item profile matrix V(q) by solving equation in step 3, last row of item
matrix is updated item profile vector and mentioned as v(q) =V(q) (:, n+1). Then, end of loop.
Example: Given a partially observed rating matrix on some products,
Item
M1 M2
Item
M1 M2 M3 M4 M5
Users
Users
U1
3
1
U1
3
1
1

M3

M4

M5

1

3

1

U2

1

-

4

1

-

U2

1

2

4

1

3

U3

3

1

-

3

1

U3

3

1

1

3

1

U4

-

3

-

4

4

U4

4

3

5

4

4

Table 14: a) Partial observed rating matrix

b) Filled observed rating matrix

Step 1: First fill the partial rating matrix for user A who has not rated product M2 & M4. for
product M2 = ((1*1) + (0*2)) =1, for product M4 = ((1*3) + (0*1)) =3. Similarly, for U2, U3 and
U4. For user B, Prediction for product M2 = ((0*1) + (1*2)) =2
Prediction for product M5 = ((0*1) + (1*3)) =3. Similar operations will be executed to fill the other
ratings.
Step 2: Seed selection in two steps from figure 16 for the social graph between users
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1). Replace undirected links and single directed links with two directed links. i.e., A to B and B to
A.
2). Quantify the weight between nodes using Jaccard Coefficient, where set of users who follow
user A and the set of users who are followed by A. Weight for C = {A} ∩ {A, c1, c2} / {A} ∪ {A,
c1, c2} => 1/3 => 0.33 and c1 = 1/3 =0.33 and c2= 0. Respectively, A= 1, B= 1, D= 0.33, d1= 0,
d2 = 0.33

Figure 19 : Example of CONE for opinion maximization (Liu, Kong & Yu, 2018)

Step 3: If seed user size for each round i.e., k=2 and product selected is M4. For Round 1, k (1) =
{A, B}, users selected that will maximize the estimated opinions.
Estimate avg rating on product M4 which is 2.75. A’s rating is 3 and B’s is 1. Selected at this
round S (1) = {A}. For Round 2, k (2) = {C}, rating > avg, at this round S (2) = {C. For Round 3,
k (3) = {c1}, if rating > avg, S (3) = {c1}, else not selected.
Output: {A, C, c1}

2.9. Comparison of the existing models:

Name

Description

FBS (Hu & Liu, Proposed a system that mines and
2004)
summarizes all the customer reviews of a
product. It assumes that frequent nouns are
the aspects of a product. Then, an orientation
identification algorithm based on a predefined seed set and the semantic structure of
WordNet are employed to automatically
identify the opinion orientation.
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Limitations
This method tends to produce
too many redundant features
and miss low frequency but
important features.

CELF
Improve the scalability of greedy approach of
(Leskovec et al., influence maximization by (Kempe, et al.,
2006)
2003) which in turn work 700 times faster
than Greedy.
MRIM (Sun,
MRIM focus on multi-round triggering
Huang, Yu &
model which is a variant of basic trigger
Chen, 2018)
model as the basic diffusion model where the
advertiser can select seed sets adaptively
based on the propagation results in the
previous rounds.
T-GT (Ahmed & Proposes a trust based social network where
Ezeife, 2013)
both positive relationships and negative
relationships are considered based on trust
relationship among users in trust network
and proposes an algorithm MineSeedLS (as
CELF-like algorithms cannot be applied to
TGT) to discover influential nodes.
OBIN (Mumu & OBIN takes as input a social network graph
Ezeife, 2013)
and a product z and outputs an influence
graph for a product z from computed
community preference of the entire social
network containing only the relevant nodes to
a certain product.

CONE (Liu,
King & Yu,
2018)

Proposed multi round active seed selection
called active opinion approach to select users
who has largest number of positive opinions.
It keeps selecting seeds to activate more users
in multiple rounds until budget lasts and
incorporates historical ratings of users on
similar product and fill unknown ratings
using collaborative filtering.

Table 15: Comparison of Existing Model
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This method is a single cascade
model and ineffective for real
world opinion maximization.
Does not consider the opinions
of the users.

Considers only one measure of
influence whereas Facebook
has three measures of
influence, i.e., comment, like,
and share.

It is not viable option when any
company is launching a new
product because it also does not
perform the opinion estimation
of the users whose comments
are not present about a product.
Also, does not consider the
active user selection because it
compares itself with CELF,
which is a single influence
diffusion model and does not
allow users to change their state
once infected.
Doesn’t consider social posts
about a product and users'
preferences. It also does not
apply to a user-user social
network, e.g., Facebook, where
users' influence on an item
depends
on
relationships
between users, which requires
the identification and inclusion
of implicit and explicit
opinions.

CHAPTER 3: The Proposed Active Community Opinion Network
Mining and Maximization (ACOMax) System Through Social
Network Posts
The Active Community Opinion Mining and Maximization (ACOMax) system's main objective is
to select influential nodes relationships between nodes to select the best seed users before the start
of the campaign for opinion maximization process. Opinion mining is performed to extract users'
preferences from social posts from likes, comments, and retweets. Our goal is to identify popular
tweets and perform opinion mining to analyze the users' sentiments about the selected product and
select top influential users with positive opinion about the product from the friendship network.
Usually, the target item is new to the market, and nobody has reviewed or rated it yet. To solve
this, we perform opinion mining of users' opinions and estimate user opinions for a new target
product using Collaborative Filtering via matrix factorization. In this, the campaigner can keep
selecting seed users to activate more users in multiple rounds until using up all the seed budgets.
The proposed ACOMax system will use mined user ratings from multiple posts for a
selected product, which tell us about user opinions about the item and will help us to estimate
opinions for a new product that can contribute to do a profitable business. Motivated by the above
real-life scenario and viral marketing, in this thesis, we propose ACOMax for mining positive
opinions and discovering top influential seed users from the community of positive users for
opinion maximization using Multiple Linear Threshold model (MLT). Our framework considers
both implicit and explicit opinions and mines opinions from Twitter using TwitterAPI, and we use
collaborative filtering to fill partial ratings of influential users, enhancing the user-item matrix with
high accuracy.
3.1 Problem Definition
Given a social network graph G (from a social network such as Twitter), an existing product p
(iPhone, Samsung), the goal is to find a community of influential nodes (seed users) who have a
positive opinion about the product (based on mining their tweets), for opinion maximization
process based on mining of users’ opinions (positive) on product relevant tweets and relationships
from a friendship network graph 𝐺(𝑉, 𝐸) where every edge 𝑒𝑖𝑗 𝜖 𝐸 connects nodes 𝑣𝑖 and 𝑣𝑗 (
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𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣𝑗 𝜖 𝑉 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑖, 𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑁) and indicates 𝑣𝑖 and 𝑣𝑗 have relationships on a selected product.
The result of the process is (1) select small set of seed users who have positive opinion by finding
all users with positive opinion about the product and only these users will be used to form the
network graph, (2) applying the Multi Linear Threshold model for opinion maximization to select
the small seed with the maximum influence from the graph from (1).

3.2 Proposed Active Community Opinion Mining and Maximization (ACOMax) System
1). Figure of ACOMax System:

Joint Opinion Polarity Miner (JOMiner)

Twitter API
for tweets

TimePosted
> 1 year

Greedy algorithm under Linear threshold
model to select seed set with maximum
opinion spread

Figure 20: ACOMax Architecture

2). Algorithm of Active Community Opinion and Maximization (ACOMax) System
The major goal of the proposed Active (A), Community (C), Opinion mining (O), and
Maximization (Max)-ACOMax is to mine community opinions (likes, comments, and retweets)
from social network posts to enhance a user-item rating matrix for opinion maximization process
for selecting small set of seed users to distribute sample product. Thus, ACOMax takes minimum
threshold (likes, shares ad comments greater than a certain number), social network graph G to
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extract product relevant posts and users considering friendship between nodes and nodes (users)
with positive opinions as input to select final seed users as output (as shown in Algorithm 1) who
will spread influence the most using opinion maximization.
Algorithm 1: ACOMax (Active Community Opinion Mining and Maximization)
Inputs:

Tweets related to product and associated Comments, Likes and Retweets
related to given target product p, seed user size for each round: k(1),.. k(n),
campaign round number T .

Output:

Seed user set S.

Procedure:
BEGIN:
1. In first stage, multiple tweets are selected related to the targeted product and selection
of posts with enough comments and likes related to product p. ACOMax calls SPOM
(detailed in 3.3) to extract posts and users’ opinions from the. We only extract time-based
posts (i.e., posts within 1 year).
1.1 Initialize Product p, Likes l, Retweets Rt and Comments C
1.2 Profile matrix PM = [U, Pt , Rt, C, El #Initialize Matrix for retrieved
1.3 FOR each tweet p in Tweets DO
1.3.1 Execute TwitterAPI to extract real time tweets related to product p.
1.3.2 For p in posts DO
1.3.3 If PM(l1) > l and PM(Rt1) > Rt and PM(C1) > C #Check if count of likes,
retweets & comments is greater than selected by seller
1.3.3.1 Add in PM = [Pt, user u, product p, l1, Rt1, C1)] #Add likes, retweets,
comments, and users related to posts in the matrix
1.3.4 Else
1.3.4.1 do not select post
1.4 Return PM consisting of only relevant posts
2. After we have the relevant posts from stage 1, we select time-based opinions (i.e.,
comments within last six months) and users who existed on Twitter for minimum a year.
Next, we perform Joint Opinion Mining (Joint-OpinionMiner, explained in section 3.4) of
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comments of selected users. Next, select the influential users and then calculate polarity
score of opinions (positive, negative, and neutral).
2.1. FOR each comment c in PM DO
2.1.1 Execute Tokenization, Data cleaning, POS-tagging, filter out named entities,
Normalization (lemmatization)
2.2.2 Pass normalized comments and perform sentence-level opinion mining using
VADER to remove objective sentences.
If C == “subjective”
C = Replace slang words from C using SlangSD to classify sentence as positive,
negative, or neutral.
If C == “positive” and “neutral”
OMatrix = C
C = Emoji inclusion using VADER to classify sentence as positive, negative,
or neutral.
If C == “positive” and “neutral”
OMatrix = C
Else
Do not select comments
2.2.3 FFT = Identifying frequent features from C in OMatrix using Apriori
algorithm with minimum support 1%.
2.2.4 Identify opinion words for extracted features and determine semantic
orientation.
2.2.5 Store nodes who have the most positive opinion in R matrix (influenced nodes
matrix).
3. Construct a social network graph G consisting of influential nodes in R over relevant
posts using Gephi
3.1 Construct influence graph G = (V, E) from user stored at the end of step 2 as input to
Twitter follower network API.
3.2 Assign influence probability score to each edge between nodes by computing
the below formula:
𝑃𝑢,𝑣 =

(#𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑢 𝑜𝑛 𝑣)+(#𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑢 𝑜𝑛 𝑣)+(#𝑞𝑢𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑢 𝑜𝑛 𝑣)
#𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑣
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3.3 Select the initial set of the users before the opinion maximization process for
influence spreading on neighbours.
4. In this step we perform opinion maximization of top k users using MLT
FOR each round q in 1,......T DO
4.1. initialize seed set of users S(q) ← ∅
4.2. select k users using greedy algorithm under MLT that maximize the total estimated
opinion.
4.3. add newly activated users to seed set S.
end for
Output: Return seed set (S(1),......S(T))
END
Algorithm 1: ACOMax to generate opinion network and perform OM
Steps in the proposed ACOMax system: ACOMax will collect top 50 tweets related to the
product i.e., iPhone12 in this case. For the case of example, here are some example tweets.

Step 1: Collect tweets using TwitterAPI to create a profile matrix of the selected product (present
in Table 16) from the tweets related to product. We store user information if count of retweets,
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likes & comments is higher than selected threshold by seller, if Likes >= 50, Retweets > 50 and
Comments > 100. For example, the first row shows a tweet for product=iPhone12 with User_id=1
who have posted the tweet, that has 130 likes. From this step we retrieve tweets which satisfies the
criteria and store relevant user data and corresponding comments data in the matrix PM.
UserID

PublishDate

Quote

Retweet

CommentCount

Tweet

1

2021-03-02

130

100

50

I have an iPhone12, i
upgraded from iPhone11. The
overall new features of the
phone is awsm.

2

2021-04-03

100

90

40

The camera quality is nicely
done.

3

2021-05-19

50

60

30

I like the camera on my new
iPhone 12

. Great for

selfies!
4

2021-04-03

70

80

80

La calidad de la cámara está
por debajo

Table 16: Profile matrix for p = iPhone12
Step 2: Extract user comments from multiple tweets and reconstruct profile matrix (Table 17) by
considering time-based user tweets i.e., comments within a year. Retain comments only in the
English language and filter out comments in other languages.
UserID TimePosted Quote Retweets
1

2021-03-02

130

100

Comment C

English

I have an iPhone12, i upgraded from

1

iPhone11. The overall new features of
the phone is awsm.
2

2021-04-03

100

90

The camera quality is nicely done.

1

3

2021-05-19

50

60

I like the camera on my new iPhone 12

1

. Great for selfies!
4

2021-04-03

70

80

La calidad de la cámara está por debajo

Table 17: Updated Profile matrix for p = iPhone12
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0

As we can see in Table 17, comment by user 4 is not in an English language, so we will filter it
out and reconstruct profile matrix by only taking relevant user_id, comments and Approve(A) for
the next step. Thus, enhanced user profile matrix for product p is present in Table 18.
UserID

A=( Quote +

Comment C

retweets + reply)
1

230

I have an iPhone12, i upgraded from iPhone11. The overall
new features of the phone is awsm.

2

190

3

110

The camera quality is nicely done.
I like the camera on my new iPhone 12

. Great for selfies!

Table 18: Enhanced Profile matrix PM
Step 3: Input profile matrix (Table 18) to clean user comments C using first step of Joint Opinion
Miner algorithm which performs following steps in preprocessing and generate Table 19 as a
result:
3.1 Tokenization, for example, second row from Table 18 as an input and will produce this
Output: ‘The', 'camera', 'quality', 'is', 'nicely', 'done’, ‘.’
3.2 Data Cleaning to remove symbols and stop words from the text using spaCy STOPLIST.
Output: 'camera', 'quality', 'nicely', 'done’
3.3 POS-Tagging to assign adjectives to the words i.e., ('camera', 'NN'), ('quality', 'NN'),
('nicely', 'RB'), ('done', 'VBN')]
3.4 Lemmatization to convert words to their first form, i.e., {camera, quality, nice, do}
3.5 Slang words are replaced into their original words using SlangSD lexicon library.
For example, awsm = awesome.
3.6 Replacing opinion displayed using Emoji with the text using demoji library.
For example,

= love.

User_id

A

Comment C

1

230

have, iphone12, upgrade, from, iphone11, overall, new
feature, phone, awesome

2

190

camera, quality, nice, do

3

110

like, camera, new, iphone 12, love , great selfies

Table 19: Preprocessed user opinions
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Step 4: Joint Opinion Miner for sentence-level opinion mining will take preprocessed comments
as an input from Table 20 to classify subjectivity of comments, modality detection to generate
overall polarity score (positive, negative, or neutral) of the sentence by applying the VADER
algorithm presented in section 3.4.3.1 VADER (Valence Aware Dictionary for sEntiment Reasoning).
User_id

A

Comment C

Polarity

1

230

have, iphone12, upgrade, from, iphone11, overall,

Pos

new feature, phone, awesome
2

190

camera, quality, nice, do

Pos

3

110

like, camera, new, iphone 12, love, great selfies

Pos

Table 20: Sentence Polarity Score
Sentence-level opinion mining disregards objective sentences which only offer facts and not
opinions.
Step 5: Input positive opinions data (Table 20) to Apriori algorithm for feature extraction in
section 3.4.3 to identify frequent features, because those itemsets are likely to be product features.
All the frequent features are stored in a dataset called 𝐅𝐞𝐪𝐅𝐓.
Id

Features

1

Camera {quality, camera}

2

Picture {resolution, camera, picture}

3

Screen resolution {resolution, screen}

4

Picture {resolution, video_call, camera, picture}
Table 21: Frequent features FFT

For example, in the case of “iPhone12”, some users may use “resolution” as a feature for
“camera”, some use as “screen”. So, in table 20, comment of user 2 is “Camera quality nice do”.
This leads to association between features i.e. (resolution = camera) whose support is 3/4 = 70%.
Step 6: Once features are extracted (Table 21) from user comments, we extract opinion words
(OW) near the features to identify polarity of user opinion about the features using WordNet
(Miller et al., 1990). For example, in table 20, comment of user 2 is “Camera quality nice do”. So,
OW= {Nice}.
Step 7: Next, input OW to Identify the Semantic Orientation (SO) i.e., positive, or negative of OW
using WordNet and then rank features and polarity measure (section 3.4.6) and generate Table 22.
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User_id

A

C

Polarity

Opinion Score

1

230

overall new feature awesome

Positive

4

2

190

Camera quality nice

Positive

3

3

110

Camera love great selfies

Positive

5

Table 22: Feature Polarity Score
Example, SO={nice, positive} and then assign scores in the range [-4, 4] to each of the opinion
words. For example, “love”=strong positive opinion, “nice”= positive but not as strong. Second,
we consider list of inversion words. For example, “not good” is a negative opinion. If an inversion
word appears multiply the original score of the opinion word by -1.

Step 8: Build the Twitter network graph G for twitter follower network (presented in section 3.4.7)
from collected tweets and users and retrieve users’ friends from the list of users using Twitter API
that returns friend IDs of a specified user. Each user id and friend id pair is inserted into
User_friend table. We collect tweets of top 50 users with most followers in our sample tweets.
user_id

friend_id

1

4

2

5

3

7

Table 23: User friend Table
Step 9: Construct community opinion network graph G from users selected in step 9, add edge
between users if they are friends in Twitter and assign influence probability pu, v to edges between
every node using below formula:
𝑃𝑢,𝑣 =

(#𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑢 𝑜𝑛 𝑣) + (#𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑢 𝑜𝑛 𝑣) + (#𝑞𝑢𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑢 𝑜𝑛 𝑣)
#Total 𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑣

Step 10: Finally, input community opinion network graph G from step 10 as input to Greedy
Algorithm (section 3.7) to obtain select k-best seed set (S(1),......S(T)). Repeat step 10-11 until it
reaches the terminal round number T or there are no more inactive users in the network.
Features to be analyzed with Definition: In our thesis, we study a friendship network, Twitter,
and we have classified the social networks via products. Examples of products include a product
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such as “iPhone” or “Samsung. The popularity of a given product post is represented by following
different phenomena that we have found analyzing the friendship network.
Definition 3.1 Likes: We define Likes (L) by the number of likes on a given product by clicking
a like button on a post. Example: if promoter wants to decide E > 500, then our system will
extract the relevant posts that have likes more than 500.
Definition 3.2 Retweet: We define retweet (Rt) by determining how many users share the product
by forwarding it to other people in their network.
Definition 3.3 Comments: We define comments (C) by determining the number of people who
comment on a given post. In our proposed system, we use a combination of reach and comments
by calculate the number of different users commenting on the related post. C = nCI , where nCI is
the number of individual comments.
Definition 3.4 Multi-round Linear Threshold: Multi-round Linear Threshold (MLT) is a multiround diffusion model like the conventional LT model (Kempe, Kleinberg, & Tardos. 2003), in
which each user ui in a weighted social network G is associated with a threshold θi ∈ [0, 1]. Before
the first round of MLT, all users are inactive towards the target product. At round t of the MLT,
an inactive user ui becomes active when: Puj ∈ C(t−1) w > θi, where C(t−1) is the set of active users
before round t starts. At each round, the influence only propagates layers of neighbors before the
next round starts. All active users will stay active and cannot back to inactive status.
Definition 3.5 Positive opinion: The goal is to find a set of seed users to maximize the overall
opinion spread toward a target product. For that, we select positive comments by determining the
number of users people spread praises about a product, for example, “I love the new iPhone12Pro.”
Definition 3.6 Negative opinion: The spread of negative opinions harms the product reputation
and washes out the positive opinions. In this case, maximizing the spread over a social network
can no longer achieve an optimal outcome. For that, we define negative opinions by determining
the number of users people don’t like the product, for example, “Buying this product is wastage
of time”.
Definition 3.7 Marketing Strategy: In this paper, we are concerned about the seed user selection
based upon opinions of users given on multiple products. For simplicity, we refer to the marketing
strategy of the target product p as the vector of seed users sets S = (S(1), . . ., S(T)), where S(q) is the
set of seed users been selected for round q, and T the terminal round number.
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3.3 Social Post Miner (SPOM)
SPOM takes following inputs to the framework for selecting posts about the product p:
1. Threshold for Likes (l) which is the minimum number of users (vt ) connected to the user (v)
who likes the product-post.
2. Threshold for Comments (C) which is the minimum number of posts (w) the node (v) has
commented on the product p.
3. Threshold for Retweets (Rt) which is the minimum number of times posts (w) is shared.

SPOM Model: Proposed solution framework ACOMax calls SPOM to extract relevant nodes for
a product p and filter according to higher influential score determined by Likes lc, Comments cc
and Retweets Rt in Algorithm 1. SPOM then extracts and filters relevant posts based on initially
set threshold. Next, ACOMax calls OpinionMiner to fetch all the opinions for each relevant post
of each relevant node v and apply sentence and word segmentation and some cleaning such as
stemming, removing stop words under preprocessing of the data and next, identifying the polarity
of the comment, i.e., the comment expressing positive, neutral, or negative opinion. Finally, we
identify the relationships among nodes on a product p and how they influence to each other to
create the community opinion network.
Algorithm 2: SPOM called by ACOMax for Identification and Selection
Input: Product p, likes lc (minimum number of users connected to node V), Retweets rt and
Comments cc
Output: Profile matrix PM of user and item and posts by Comments Matrix C.
Begin
1. Execute Tweepy to get tweets with lc, rt and cc using Tweepy.
2. PM matrix = [U, Pt , rt, cc, lc] #Initialize Matrix for retrieved posts Pt
3. If PM(lc) < 100 and PM(rt) < 100 and PM(cc) < 100
3.1 Remove V from PM
4. Else
4.1 PM = [Pt, user u, product p, lc, rt, cc)] #Add count of likes, retweets, comments, and
users related to posts in the matrix
4.2 C = [Pt, C]. #Add comments in the matrix
5. End if
6. Return PM
END
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Example to extract posts and users to create profile matrix of the product: Twitter is an
enormously popular microblog on which clients may voice their opinions. Opinion investigation
of Twitter data is a field that has been given much attention over the last decade and involves
dissecting “tweets” (comments) and the content of these expressions (Alsaeedi, & Zubair, 2019).
SPOM consists of three major steps Identification of posts, Preprocessing of data, and Extraction
of nodes.
1. Identification of Nodes and Posts: For a given product p, we execute a search mechanism over
the social network G with the product p. We execute Tweepy to search and retrieve posts related
to the product over the social network using Twitter API to identify relevant tweets and users on
product p.

2. Preprocessing: From the above step we retrieve and select the posts related to the product. In
preprocessing, we have the matrix PM (Table 24) and is sorted in a descending order, Now let us
set a threshold Likes (lc)=100, meaning that we are looking for nodes having lc ≥ 100 from this
dataset.
User_id

Likes

Retweets

CommentsCount

TweetDate

396269740024

130

50

300

2021-02-02

296269740125

100

40

200

2021-01-02

Table 24: Profile matrix of posts
We select posts and users and their comments on product p based on the set threshold i.e., lc>100,
rt >40, cc >200 and timestamp of the post within a year.

3. Extraction: We then extract time-based user data i.e., comments, likes and retweets from every
post for a specific product automatically from the given social network. We then store the relevant
nodes data, posts data, and corresponding users’ comments data in the updated profile matrix PM
consisting of data like Table 25. Approve A = (qt + rt + cc)
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T_id

User_id

124

429326

Tweet

TweetDate

I have an iPhone12, i upgraded from iPhone11. The 2021-02-02

Approve
61153

overall new features of the phone is awsm.
125

223952

The camera quality is nice.

2021-01-02

33899

Table 25: Final PM table after extraction

Below is the query to retrieve all the data using SPOM:
json_response = https://api.twitter.com/2/tweets/search/all
query_params={'query': ‘iPhone12’,'start_time':‘2020-08-01’)

for status in json_response[data]:
'UId':str(status._json['user']['id_str']),
'UserCreatedDate':(status._json['user']['created_at'])
'ULocation': str(status._json['user']['location']),
'FollowerCount': str(status._json['user']['followers_count']),
'FriendsCount': str(status._json['user']['friends_count']),
'TweetDate': (status._json['created_at']),
'Tweet': str(status._json['full_text']),
'LikesCount': str(status._json['favorite_count']),
'RetweetCount': str(status._json['retweet_count']),
'CommentsCount': str(status._json['reply_count'])
}

3.4 Joint Sentiment Analysis of opinions using Opinion Polarity Miner (OPM): Our
next task is to find useful comments on the posts, analyze the sentiment of comments and decide
whether the post has a positive or negative impact on the product. For each post of each node
Opinion Polarity Miner (OPM), identifies opinion comments across all the comments on that post
w, identifies the semantic orientation (SO) of the comments, and measure the polarity of the
comments. Opinion Polarity Miner (OPM) considers three major features on users’ comments:
Positive opinion (rp ), Negative opinion (rn ), neutral opinion (rneutral ).
Algorithm 3: Opinion Polarity Miner (OPM) called by ACOMax in step 2.
Input: Product p, Comments C, and Post W
Output: Features set, Polarity score matrix for each post and comment.
Begin
1. Matrix C consisting of all comments on the given product p
2. For each c in C
2.1 Data cleaning and Tokenize comments (algo in page 3.4.1)
2.2 Opinion Extraction (algo in page 3.4.2)
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2.3 SA(c, SO) = Semantic analysis of comments (algo in page 3.4.2)
3. End For
4. For each c in SA #calculate number of positive, negative, and neutral comments
4.1 If SA(SO) = positive opinion
4.1.1 POS = POS + 1
4.2 Else If SA(SO) = negative opinion
4.2.1 Neg = Neg + 1
4.3 Else
4.3.1 Neutral = Neutral + 1
4.4 End If
5. Polarity score Qz = ((POS + Neutral) – Neg) * 100/CM #Popularity score of tweets
6. Co = Neg/POS #controversiality of a post
7. OPM[Posts] = [Co, Qz]
END
Algorithm 3: Opinion Polarity Miner (OPM)

Example to extract user opinions to perform sentiment analysis: To explain the Joint sentiment
analysis algorithm step by step, let us consider user reviews from the Table 25Error! Reference
source not found. as input and perform following tasks:
3.4.1 Preprocessing - Data cleaning is a complex set of tasks that takes as input and produces as
output a single, clean data set. In our thesis we use NLTK (Loper & Bird, 2002) for cleansing tasks
which include removal of stopwords and symbols, Lemmatizing and to deal with word variations
and misspelling. If a post contains most of the comments having any of the data that does not get
selected after these steps, we ignore the comments and take Engagement (E) i.e., likes as polarity
measure.
•

Tokenization is a straightforward Natural Language Processing where words are delimited
by blank spaces and punctuations. A tokenizer divides a string into substrings by splitting
on the specified string.

•

Lemmatization: Lemmatizing of words are the approaches that produces the normalized
form of a word in the text. word Lemmatizing is a technique that gets the root (base) of the
word in the text. It normalizes the word by removing the suffix from the word, which gives
root meaning for the word.

•

Remove Stop Words: While processing natural language, some of the words which have
high occurrence in the document are stop words (e.g., ‘and’ ’the’, ‘am’, ‘is’), which only
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have little emotional meaning and it do not affect the sentiment score when applied to
lexical resources. Therefore, it is common practice by many researchers to filter stop words
in the domain of analyzing sentiment from the document.

Below are the technical details of how these works:
Tokenization

•

•
Remove Stop
words and
cleaning of Data

•

Segment text into unigrams, using spaCy.load() to return a
language object containing components needed to process
text usually called NLP.
Segment text into bigrams, breaking into set of two words.
List of most common words which are often a noise rather
than features such as (‘and’ ‘i’, ‘are’ etc.).

We removed symbols such as (‘$’,’!’) from the text, then
used ENGLISH_STOP_WORDS as a stop list and a
custom list of ignore words (‘our’, ’you’).
•
We have also removed punctuations (single and double
quotes, commas, whitespaces etc.) and dropped duplicate
rows from the dataset.
Lemmatization converts words in the second or third
•
forms to their first form variants unlike stemming which
only removes deriving affixes (‘ed’, ’ly’).
•
spaCy determines the part-of-speech tag by default and
assigns the corresponding lemma.
Table 26: Data preprocessing of comments
•

Lemmatization

Algorithm 4: Data Cleaning, Tokenization, Removing Stop words and Lemmatization by OPM.
Input: Comments C
Output: cleanMatrix matrix with comments
Begin
1. cleanMatrix = [] #intialize matrix to store tokens and clean data
2. Initialize STOPLIST = stopwords.words('English')
3. SYMBOLS = " ".join(string.punctuation).split(" ") + ["-", "...", "”", "!", "#", "$", "%", "&",
"(", ")", "*", "+", "-", ".", "/", ":", ";", "<", "=", ">", "?", "@", "[", "]", "^", "_", "`", "{", "|", "}",
"~"]
2. For each tok in C
2.1 tok.lower().strip() #convert comments to lower case
2.2 Identify the tokens using integer offsets (start_i, end_i)
#s(start_i:end_i) is the corresponding token.
3. If tok != "-PRON-" else tok.lower_)
3.1 cleanMatrix = tok
3.2 cleanMatrix = [tok for tok in cleanMatrix if tok not in STOPLIST]
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3.3 cleanMatrix = [tok for tok in cleanMatrix if tok not in SYMBOLS]
END If
End For
4. return cleanMatrix
END
Algorithm 4: Tokenization, Stop word removal, data cleaning and Lemmatization by OPM

3.4.2 Identification of Opinion Words - The identification process has three steps.
1. The first step is to use a part-of-speech tagger to identify phrases in the input text that contains
adjectives or adverbs (Brill, 1994).
2. The second step is to perform joint opinion mining, sentence-level opinion mining will remove
objective sentences and then we will perform feature-level opinion mining to extract product
features on which many people have expressed their opinions.
3. The third step is to extract opinion words from the comment. For example, “This picture quality
is awesome”, where “awesome” is the effective opinion of picture quality.
Part of Speech Tagging (POS-tagging) - POS tagging is the part-of-speech tagging (Manning &
Schutze, 1999) from Natural Language Processing (NLP) which reflects word’s syntactic
categories and helps to find opinion words. Common POS categories in English are noun, pronoun,
verb, adverb, adjective, preposition, conjunction, and interjection. We parse each sentence
and yield the part-of-speech tag of each word (whether the word is a noun, adjective, verb, adverb,
etc.) and identify simple noun and verb groups (syntactic chunking).
Example:
1. inputText = “And now for something completely different"
2. pos_tag(inputText)
3. Output: [(‘And’, 'CC'), ('now', 'RB'), ('for', 'IN'), ('something',
'NN'), ('completely', 'RB'), ('different', 'JJ')]

After POS tagging is done, we need to extract features that are nouns or noun phrases using the
pattern knowledge. And then, we focus on identifying domain product features that are talked
about by customers by using the manually tagged training corpus for domain features.

3.4.3 Sentence-level Opinion Mining: In this step, we will get the overall sentiment of the
sentence and we will pass positive opinions for feature extraction. This approach relies on the use
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of a lexicon. A lexicon contains entries with data about words (or word stems); data entered about
a word could include its part(s) of speech, spelling variants, inflectional variants, encoded
syntactical information, and so on. There are a variety of sentiment lexicons out there geared
specifically towards sentiment analysis. This level of analysis is closely related to subjectivity
classification (Wiebe, Bruce, and O'Hara, 1999), which distinguishes sentences (called objective
sentences) that express factual information from sentences (called subjective sentences) that
express subjective views and opinions. In this step, we will get the overall sentiment of the sentence
and we will pass positive and neutral opinions for feature extraction.
•

Selecting Subjective Reviews.

•

Slang word inclusion: Replace slangs using Slang Sentiment Dictionary, SlangSD (Wu,
Morstatter, & Liu, 2018).

•

Emoji Inclusion: Conversion of emoticons to texts using demoji.

•

Sentence Modality Detection (using VADER). Example, the sentence “The iPhone’s call
quality is good, but its battery life is short”. The sentiment on iPhone’s call quality is positive,
but the sentiment on its battery life is negative.

Steps leading till Sentence-level opinion mining: 1. tokenization 2. POS-tagging 3. reduce text
to nouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs (optionally filtering out named entities) 4. normalization:
stemming and/or lemmatization. After preprocessing the text is reduced to its content’s words in a
normalized form. Now they are ready to be fed into the VADER for assigning sentence polarity.

3.4.3.1 VADER (Valence Aware Dictionary for sEntiment Reasoning)
VADER (Hutto & Gilbert, 2014) is a lexicon and rule-based sentiment analysis method built for
analyzing sentiment from social media with more than 9000 lexical words. Vader combines
sentiment lexicons (i.e., list of lexical words) and sentence characteristics (semantic orientation of
words) to determine a sentence polarity. The Positive, Negative and Neutral scores represent the
proportion of text that falls in these categories.
For example: “The iPhone is super cool”. Our sentence was rated as 67% Positive, 33% Neutral
and 0% Negative.
1. In our case, lexicon ratings for each word in VADER is “super(2.9) and cool(1.3)”=x (4.2).
2. VADER normalizes the score between [-1 to +1] to get Compound C using this equation 7:
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Sentiment Metric

Score

Positive

0.674

Neutral

0.326

where x = sum of valence scores of words, and

Negative

0.0

α = Normalization constant (default value is 15)

Compound C

0.735

Equation 7: Calculate Compound score of a sentence

3. x = 4.2/√((4.2)2 +15) = 4.2/5.71 = 0.735.
4. A sentence is a positive sentiment if C >=0.05, and a negative sentiment if C = 0.05 and a
Neutral sentiment if (C > -0.05 and C < 0.05). Hence x =0.735, sentence is a positive opinion.

3.4.3.2 Slang word replacement & Emoji detection: Now, we will include slang word removal
and emoji detection using VADER and SlangSD (slangsd.com/data/SlangSD.zip).
1. SlangSD is the first sentiment lexicon for slang words, which provides over 90,000 slang
words/phrases and their sentiment scores. The user created short form is called as slang words.
SlangSD will replace slangs to their proper form.
For example, tmrw=tomorrow, thx=thanks , awsm = awesome.

2. Emoji Detection: Replacing opinion displayed using Emoji with the text in demoji. For example,

After assigning text to the emoji, we will calculate the polarity score of the sentence. For Example,
Input: ‘I am

with the new screen size of iPhone12’

Output: 'neg':0.0, ’neu':0.476, 'pos':0.524, ‘compound’: 0.6705}
Next all the subjective sentences with positive polarity will be passed for feature-level mining
using Apriori algorithm.

3.4.4 Feature Identification using Apriori Algorithm - In this step, product features on which
users have expressed their opinions on their comments. For example, if the comment about
iPhone12 is "The sound system is very sophisticated," then "sound system" is the feature of the
product "iPhone12". Our proposed thesis focuses on finding features that appear explicitly as
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nouns or noun phrases in the comments. We mainly focus on finding frequent features in
comments, i.e., those discussed by many users.
In our thesis, an itemset is a set of words or phrases that occur together in some sentences. From
our POS-tagging step, we have a transactional set of nouns or noun phrases. Using those sets, we
apply association rule miner based on the Apriori algorithm (Agrawal & Srikant, 1994) to find
association rules. We want to identify whether the frequent features have a positive semantic
orientation or negative orientation in this step. For each frequent feature, we find the nearest
opinion word, and its orientation, the opinion word's orientation becomes the orientation of
frequent features. Then we check for the negation words (e.g., not, never, did not, do not) within
a five-word distance in front of an opinion word (Jin et al. 2009). We define the rules for negation
words are:
Rule1: A negation word appears in front of conjunction (e.g., and, but). Example – "This
colour is good but expires soon." This sentence mainly expresses a negative opinion. So,
if the opinion word is in front of the corresponding feature and the conjunction "but/except"
appears between the opinion word and feature, then the opinion orientation for the feature
is updated with the opposite of its initial orientation.
Rule2: Negation of negative opinion word is positive, e.g., "no problem." Negation of
positive opinion word is negative, e.g., "not good." Negation of neutral opinion word is
negative, e.g., "does not work" where "work" is a neutral verb.

The goal is to find the set of frequent features by iteratively computing support of each itemset in
the candidate set C.
•

Frequent feature itemset: If feature appears and satisfy a minimum support in the comments.

Example: In the case of “iPhone12”, In our example, Candidate set C1 = { resolution:4,
camera:3, picture:2, screen:1, video_call:1}
ID
Input:
2), set of nouns
Output:

Features

1

{resolution, camera}

2

{resolution, camera, picture}

3

{resolution, screen}

4

{resolution, video_call, camera, picture}
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Minimum support (e.g.,
phrases (POS tags).
Frequent features.

Step 1: Eliminate features less than minimum support. i.e.,
•

L1 = {resolution, camera, picture}

Step 2 : C2 = L1 (Apgen-join) L1
C2: {resolution, camera:2}, {resolution, picture:2}, {camera, picture:2}
•

L2 = {(resolution, camera), (resolution, picture), (camera, picture)}

Step 3: C3 = L2 (Apgen-join) L2
C3: {resolution, camera, picture:2} => L3, frequently occurring features = {L1 U L2 U L3}.
This leads to association between features i.e. (resolution=camera). If resolution=30, camera=28,
both=25, total comments=100. Support = |Rule| / |total| => 25/100 => 25%
If a comment sentence contains a set of features, then for each feature, we compute an
orientation score for the feature. A positive opinion word has a score (+1), neutral opinion word
has a core of (+0.5 ), and a negative opinion word has a score (-1). All the scores are then
summed up. If the final score is positive, the semantic orientation of the comment is positive. If
the final score is negative, then the semantic orientation of the comment is negative.

3.4.5 Extraction of Opinion Words & Semantic Orientation - Opinion words extraction phase
has two major tasks:
1. Extract opinion words around frequent features (Algorithm 6), in this phase, we take the list of
tokens with corresponding POS-tags, and search for if it contains adjective words and/or frequent
features.
Algorithm 6: OpinionExtraction called by OPM.
Input: CleanMatrix, POS, WordNet
Output: Set of opinion comments (OC) along with features FT
Begin
1. Frequent Features matrix (FF) = Association Rule to identify frequent features in comment c
2. For each c in CleanMatrix
3. For each c in FF
3.1 If FF(frequent feature FFT) = POS(c). #Opinion comments extraction for frequent features
3.1.1 OE[OC] = POS
3.1.2 OE[FT] = FF[FFT]
4. For each OC in OE matrix
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4.1 If OC has synonyms in WordNet List #Identify semantic orientation of comments
4.1.1 OE[OC] = semantic orientation OR
4.1.2 Add OC with orientation in OE
4.2 Else If OE has antonyms a
4.2.1 OE[OC] = a’s semantic orientation OR
4.2.1 Add OC with orientation in OE
5. Return OE(c, OC, FT, OR)
END
Algorithm 6: Opinion Word Extraction
Steps for Opinion Word Extraction: We use WordNet to utilize the adjective synonym set and
antonym set to identify the opinion expressed by the word (i.e., positive, or negative opinion).
1. First, a set of opinion words (adjectives, as they are normally used to express opinions) is
identified. If an adjective appears near a product feature with nouns/noun phrases in a sentence,
then it is regarded as an opinion word. We can extract adjectives as opinion words from the
comment using the extracted features, Example: “The strap is horrible and gets in the way of parts
the camera you need access to”. For the first sentence, the feature, ‘strap’, is near the opinion word
‘horrible’.

2. Identifying semantic orientation of it (Algorithm 7), in this phase, we have a list of extracted
opinion words in comment text and need to identify the semantic orientation (positive, negative,
or neutral) of each extracted phrase of each comment. We extract phrases containing adjective,
adverb, verb, and noun that imply opinion. We also consider some verbs (like, recommend, prefer,
appreciate, dislike, and love) as opinion words. Some adverbs like (not, always, really, never,
overall, absolutely, highly, and well) are also considered. Therefore, we extract two or three
consecutive words from the POS-tagged review if their tag conforms to any of the patterns.
1. We collect all opinionated words like (adjective, noun), (adjective, noun, noun), (adverb,
adjective), (adverb, adjective, noun), (verb, noun), and so forth from the processed POStagged review.
2. The resulting patterns are used to match and identify opinion phrases from reviews after
the POS tagging. However, there are more likely opinion words/phrases in the sentence,
but they are not extracted by any patterns. From these extracted patterns, most of adjectives
or adverbs imply opinion for the nearest nouns/noun phrases. Table below describes some
examples of opinion phrases.
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Algorithm 7: Semantic Orientation (c, OC) called by OPM
Input: List of opinion words OE // opinion words with corresponding features
Output: Semantic orientation SO of comment c
Other:orientation // positive = 1, negative = −1, neutral = 0
BEGIN
1. Set orientation = o
2. For each opinion word OC in OE
2.1. orientation1 = orientation of OW
2.2. If any negation word appears closely to OW
2.2.1. orientation1 = opposite orientation1
2.3. orientation = orientation + orientation1
3. End For
4. If orientation > o
4.1. CSO[SO] = positive
5. Else Iforientation < o
5.1. CSO[SO] = negative
6. Else
6.1. CSO[SO] = neutral
7. End If
8. Return CSO(c, SO)
END
Algorithm 7: Semantic orientation

To compute the polarity measure of a comment, we identify the semantic orientation and polarity
of the opinion words stored in the table OE. For each opinion word OWi in the list OE, we search
its synonyms or antonyms in WordNet and collect its orientation. For example, OE[1] = {love,
positive}, OE[2] = {cool, positive}. If a negative word comes in front of an opinion word, we
consider the semantic orientation of the opinion word is its opposite orientation. According to table
OE, we have all the orientation i.e., the polarity (opinion score) of individual comment.
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Opinion Score: The final score is positive; if the sum of SO is greater than 0, else negative; if the
sum is zero, then SO is neutral.
Opinion Score = Σ (sum of scores of opinion words in each review)
Equation 8: Calculate overall score of feature opinion
User_id

A

C

Polarity

Opinion Score

1

230

overall new feature awesome

Positive

4

2

190

Camera quality nice

Positive

3

3

110

Camera love great selfies

Positive

5

Table 27: PM containing users with positive opinions about p=iPhone12

3.4.6 Generating Community Opinion Network Graph: Before this step we have collected
tweets and users and saved them into a profile matrix PM.
Input: List of top positive users from table 27, Twitter follower network of selected users using
TwitterAPI (https://api.twitter.com/2/users/:id/followers).
Output: Community opinion network graph G = (V, E)
Procedure:
Step 1: From the previous step, we get a list of users who have positive opinion about the product.
Now, we like to know all their friends. Twitter API returns friend IDs of a specified user but no
more than 5,000 IDs at a single request. We need to call multiple times if that user has more than
that. Also, Twitter has rate limits. It allows only 15 requests per 15-minute window. Basically, 1
request per minute.
•

Get follower friend id’s: For each id, call api.twitter.com/2/users/:id/followers. This API url
returns list of follower friend ids. Each user_id and friend_id pair is inserted into User_friend
table.
User_Friend (user_id, friend_id)

Step 2: Create social network opinion graph of top 100 users with most followers.
•

Below is the query used to create Node and edges.
Graph_Friend_Edge (Source, Target)
Graph_Friend_Node (id, label)
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•

Populate the edge table with only top users.
Insert into graph_friend_edge(source, target)
select user_id, friend_id from user_friend join user u1 on friend_id=u1.id join user u2 on
user_id=u2.id
where user_id in (Select friend_id from user_friend group by friend_id order by count(*) desc limit
100)
and friend_id in (Select friend_id from user_friend group by friend_id order by count(*) desc limit
100)

•

Then, populate the node table with following query:
insert into graph_friend_node(id, label)
select n.id from(select source id from graph_friend_edge union
select target id from graph_friend_edge) n join user u on n.id = u.id

Step 3: Construct community graph G = (V, E) using step 2.
Input: Twitter follower network with tuple (user_id, friend_id) meaning u follows v.
Output: Community influence graph G = (V, E)
Step 3.1. G = ∅ // initially G is an empty graph
Step 3.2. G.addEdge(u, v), for each tuple (u, v) in G add a directed edge “graph_friend_edge”
between “graph_friend_node” to G.
For each tuple (u, v) in the Twitter follower network, it adds a directed edge (v, u) to an initially
empty directed graph (lines 2-3). After all the tuples are processed, it outputs an influence graph
without probabilities (Figure 21).
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Figure 21: Community Influence Graph without probabilities

Step 3.3. Combine Twitter retweets, replies and mention to compute influence probability using
formula for Learning Influence Probabilities as Edge Weights from Twitter by (Cao & Ezeife,
2014) which works as follows:
1. Concatenate Mention, Reply, and Retweet as approve (A) into one table named Tri and
group Tri by columns u and v.
2. The updated tri by computing the sum of A for each group.
3. Left-Join Tri and Tweets on column v to obtain a new table named TriTweets.
4. Add a new column named p to TriTweets, where p = A/t (total tweets of u)
5. Drop columns A and t from TriTweets, and Outer Join TwitterFollower and the updated
TriTweets to obtain the influence probability table, where each tuple (u, v, p) means the
probability that node v influence on node u is p.

β1 =
β3 =

(Number of (𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠 ) 𝑜𝑓 𝑢 𝑜𝑛 𝑣)

β2 =

#𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑣

(Number of 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑢 𝑜𝑛 𝑣)
#𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑣

(Number of 𝑞𝑢𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑢 𝑜𝑛 𝑣)
#𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑣

𝑃𝑢,𝑣 = (β1 + β2 + β3)
Equation 9: Calculate Influence probability between users

Step 3.4 Assign influence probabilities (step 3.3) to each edge in G.
𝑃𝑢,𝑣

User id

Friend id

1

2

0.8

2

3

0.98

3

4

0.56

4

1

0.82

5

1

0.70

5

4

0.78

6

5

0.80

Table 28: User-User relationship with influence

Step 3.5 return community opinion network G = (V, E) (figure 19)
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Figure 22: Community opinion network Graph G

3.5 Greedy Algorithm for Opinion Maximization under Multi Linear Threshold (MLT)
model: In MLT diffusion model, a user u can influence his neighbors with specific influence
weights and has a threshold θ, which denotes the minimal required influence to be activated by the
neighbors. The weights of the directed edges quantify the influence propagates from u to v.
Following CONE (Liu, Kong & Lu, 2018), (Zhang et al., 2016) and (Zhang, Dinh & Thai, 2013),
we randomly generate the set of thresholds of users [θ1........... θn] from uniform distribution within
range [0, 0.1] to match the real-world opinions of other users in the social network on the target
product before calculating the total opinion spread. On Twitter, users expresses its opinion by
posting likes, retweet, and comment on original tweets.
We assume user u is likely to influence user v only in a fixed-size time-frame T since u
expresses its opinion. In the opinion maximization problem, we consider Au as the total number
of tweets the user u posts in a certain time period T. The action history contains three kinds of
interactions, which are likes, comment and retweet/quote to calculate weights of the directed
edges. If user v reacts to user u, it means u has successfully passed the information to v, say u has
influenced v. The influence factor (infl(u, v) ≥ 0) from user u to v is defined as the ratio of v → u
reactions to the total actions performed by u.
Given the seed budget k, we select k(q) users who can maximize the total opinions of the final
activated users.
Input: Given the seed budget k, set of seed users S.
Output: Users with largest estimated opinion is added to S.
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Example: Fig 23 illustrates influence spread process in an influence graph.

Figure 23: Graph G for greedy algorithm

Step 1: We scan all the inactive users in the network k(q) times. In every scan, we add each inactive
user to the temporary seed set S and propagate the influence to obtain the final activated users. The
spread of influence F(X) starts from the seed X ={a}.

Step 2: In this step, we obtained F1(X) = {a, c}. Among all users in the scan, the one with the
largest estimated opinion is added to S. We repeat the scan until run out of budget or there are no
more inactive users in the network.

Step 3: In the last step, we get F2(X) = {a, c, d} and we compute total opinion. Total Opinion =
(total opinion achieved at the end of current round) – (opinion before round).

Step 4: S = {a, c, d} activated from step 3, influence is propagated, and the newly activated users
express their opinions on the target product. Store the updated set S of activated users in C.

Step 5: Repeat step 1-3 until it reaches the terminal round number T or there are no more inactive
users in the network. Repeat the scan until run out of budget or there is no user to activate.
Output: Return (S(1) ,........, S(T ))
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3.6 A Walkthrough Example with Comparison from OBIN:

Figure 24: Comparison between OBIN and Proposed ACOMax
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Steps of OBIN system

Steps of the Proposed ACOMax System

Input: Facebook GraphAPI to extract posts, topic z.
Output: Community Influence Matrix IMAT
and Influence Graph

Input: Social network URL (e.g., Twitter), and
product p (e.g., iPhone12), predefined threshold
(post with minimum number of likes l, Retweet Rt,
and comments count CC)
Step 1: Collection of Data from Facebook Graph
Output: Final seed set S = {consisting of users with
API with FQL to collect all the relevant nodes for a
most favorable opinions on product pt}
given topic z = iPhone and collect topic categories
Step 1: Collection of Twitter Data is done through
(Table 1) as well.
Twitter API to collect time-based relevant posts
Output: In table 2, node with id “130422069” and
and nodes for product p, i.e., iPhone12. Time-based
term “iPhone” with 3116728 friends, and we can visit targeted marketing, i.e., single product (iPhone) and
his profile by “iPhone.Page” link
multiple posts of it, so we are not considering
multiple products on multiple topics like OBIN.
Output: Generate profile matrix PM and store user
Cat_id Cat_name
data if Quotes>=50, Retweets>50 and Comments >
2603
Non-profit Organization
100.
2201
Product/Service
User
Id
1

Table 1: Topic Categories

Node id v

Term

130422069

iPhone

110054999

iPhone 4

A

Link
3116728 iPhone.
Page
1435239 Iphone-4

2

Table 2: Nodes and data for z=iPhone

202103-02
202104-03

130 100 50
50

Rt CC

90

80

Content
The camera quality is
nicely done.
I like the camera on my
new
iPhone
12
.Great for selfies!

Step 2: Reconstruct profile matrix for each relevant
node by retaining comments in English and filter out
other and considering time-based user tweets i.e.,
comments on tweets within 1 year.
Input node v=1 and extract tweet information from
the post to search relevant posts on product p to get
table 2 data.
Output: Count of comments + retweets + mentions
(A).

Example, post id=“46921” posted by node
“130422069” and has 61153 likes on the post, and
SR = 11325.

User
Id
1
2

A = (Rt +
CC + Qt)
190
110

Comment C

The camera quality is nicely done.
I like the camera on my new
iPhone 12
. Great for selfies!
Table 2: Profile matrix for p = iPhone12

Post id
46921

Table 3: User Post Data

Qt

Table 1: Profile matrix for p = iPhone12

Step 2: Generate Topic-Post Matrix for each
relevant node from the given input of: Node V,
Topic TT, GraphAPI, likes and comments on
posts. Threshold Approve (𝐴) for nodes with
likes > 1000.
Input node v = 130422069 and crawl profile page
to search relevant posts on topic 𝑧 to get table 3 data.
Output: Count of likes (A), comments+shares (SR).

Term
A
SR
iPhone5-The biggest 61153 11325
thing to happen to
iPhone since iPhone :
180356 Amazing iPhone!
20147 1880

Date

Example, filter out nodes with friends less than
threshold and tweets other than English language
and reconstruct profile matrix by only taking
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Step 3: Input: (term + A), (term + SR), (A+ SR) to
classify relevant and irrelevant nodes using Linear
Support Vector Machine (SVM).
For example, Term={iPhone, Apple}, A>100, and
SR>20 extracts posts on the topic z = iPhone. Then,
store the nodes, posts, and corresponding users’
comments.
Cat
Id
1

TpId

P_id

Cmtid

Pol

Comment

2

96253
8

69321
0

NULL

1

2

96253
8

40527
9

NULL

i want to have
screen like this
iPhone
iPhone 4 was
much better
than this.

Table 4: Comments Table

relevant user_id, comments and Approve(A) for
the next step.
Step 3: Input profile matrix (Table 2) to clean user
comments C using first step of Joint Opinion Miner
algorithm which performs following steps in
preprocessing and generate Table 3 as a result.
Example, second row from Table 2 as an input.
3.1 Tokenization. Output: ‘The', 'camera', 'quality',
'is', 'nicely', 'done’, ‘.’.
3.2 Preprocessing - Removes foreign characters,
URLs, RT (Retweet). Data Cleaning to remove
symbols and stop words from the text using spaCy
STOPLIST.

Step 4: Next from Table 4, PCP-Miner takes
comments for each post on topic z and perform data
preprocessing. For each comment (𝑐), PCP-Miner
algorithm performs following steps: For example,
first row from table 4:
C = “i want to have screen like this iPhone”

3.3 POS-Tagging to assign adjectives to the words
i.e., ('camera', 'NN'), ('quality', 'NN'), ('nicely', 'RB'),
('done', 'VBN')]

4.1. Tokenization & POS-Tagging.
POS = {('i', 'NN'), ('want', 'VBP'), ('to', 'TO'), ('have',
'VB'), ('screen', 'NN'), ('like', 'IN'), ('this', 'DT'),
('iPhone', 'NN’)}

3.5 Slang words are replaced into their original
words using SlangSD lexicon library. For example,
{awsm = awesome}.

4.2. Feature Extraction using Apriori algorithm to
get a set of features in POS={screen_NN,
iPhone_NN}.

3.4 Lemmatization to convert words to their first
form, i.e., {camera, quality, nice, do}.

3.6 Replacing opinion displayed using Emoji with
the text using demoji library. For example, {
=
love}.
User Id
1
2

4.3. Association Rule() algorithm to identify the
related feature for {screen}, i.e., FFT = {iPhone}.
4.4. Then extract opinion-words from the POS table,
i.e., OE = {want}
4.5. Identify the Semantic Orientation. Example, 𝑆𝑂
= {want, positive}.

A
190
110

Comment C

Camera quality nice do
like camera new love great
selfies

Table 3: Profile matrix for p = iPhone12

Step 4: Take Table 3 as an input and obtain the
Subjective (which offer opinion and not just facts
about the product) posts, modality detection using
Sentiment VADER and assign overall polarity to
sentences.
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UserID

PostID

Pol

Time

Comment

100002

962538

Pos

2013-01-06

i want

100003

962538

Pos

2013-01-06

This is cool

User
Id
1
2

A
190
110

Table 5: Example data in Facebook Comment table

𝑨

𝑺𝑹

962538

20147

1880

𝜽𝒛
5

User
Id
1
2

A
190
110

This is cool

Step 5: Finally, create Influence network graph using
𝑃𝑜𝑃𝐺𝑒𝑛 (popularity graph generator).
Input: Relevant nodes, posts w, comments 𝑐, nodes
commented on the posts.
Output: Generates a social influence graph 𝐺𝑧= (𝑉,
𝐸) on topic 𝑧 using the influence matrix.

5.2: Filter out nodes that have a lower influence
score than a predefined threshold.
Example, first row in table 7, node ‘1033467’ posted
a post and node ‘33889’ gave its opinion. So, node =
‘1033467’ has an influence on node = ‘33889’.

1033467 (1)

49823667

33889 (4)

1033467 (1)

49823667

458089 (5)

1033467 (1)

49823667

221458 (6)

1033467 (1)

55090883

1120347 (7)

Table 7: Post-user relationship

Features

Camera quality nice do Camera
like camera new love Camera,
great selfies
selfies

5.1. Then extract opinion-words from the table 5,
i.e., OE = {nice} for first row.
5.2. Identify the Semantic Orientation of OE.
Example, 𝑆𝑂 = {nice, positive}.
User
Id
1
2

5.1: Calculate number of times node u responded to
topic-posts by node 𝑣.
Influence score = number of responses by u to v.

Node id 𝒗𝒕

Comment C

Table 5: Sentence Polarity Score

Table 6: Polarity Matrix

Post id 𝒘

Camera quality nice do
Pos
like camera new love great Pos
selfies

Step 5: Feature Extraction using Apriori algorithm
to get a set of features in POS={screen_NN}.

Term

Node id 𝒗𝒔

Pol

Table 4: Sentence Polarity Score

Step 4: Compute polarity: Input table 5 for
calculating.
𝛉𝐳 = (pos − neg).
For example, Table 6 shows the popularity matrix
for post w =962538, where θz = (5 − 0) = 5.
(Positive) > (Neutral + Negative) i.e., 5 > (2 + 0).
Post id 𝒘

Comment C

A
190
110

Comment C

Pol

Camera quality nice
Pos
like camera love great selfies Pos
Table 6: Sentence Polarity Score

Step 6: Compute polarity. SO={nice, positive}
and then assign scores in the range [-4, 4] to each of
the opinion words. For example, “love”=strong
positive opinion, “nice”= positive but not as strong.
User
Id
1
2

A

Comment C

Pol

Feature
Score

190
110

Camera quality nice Pos 2
like camera love great Pos 4
selfies
Table 7: Feature Polarity Score

Step 7: We use opinion score to create user-item
rating matrix (Table 8) consisting of top-k users on
selected products by the seller.
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Node id 𝑽𝒕𝟏

Node id 𝑽𝒕𝟐

User Id

Compound Score

33889 (4)

221458 (6)

1

0.98

221458 (6)

114509 (8)

2

0.97

114509 (6)

447880 (9)

3

0.90

Table 8: user-user relationship

Table 8: user-item relationship

First row in table 8, node = ‘33889’ is a friend of
node = ‘221458’. So, selecting node = ‘1033467’,
influence spreads through ‘33889’ to node =
‘221458’.

Step 8: Finally, create opinion network graph G
from positive users and retrieve users’ friends using
Twitter API that returns friend IDs of a specified
user. Each user id and friend id pair is inserted into
User_friend table. We collect tweets of top 100
users with most followers.

Step 6: 𝑃𝑜𝑃𝐺𝑒𝑛 find if u has a relation with 𝑣.
PoPGen add a node to the vertex list. For example,
in table 9, node = 1 has relation with node 3, 4, 5, 6,
and 7.

User id

Friend_id

1

2, 3

1

2

3

4

5

2

3, 5

1

0

0

1

1

1

3

4

2

0

0

0

0

0

5

4

3

1

0

0

0

1

6

5

4

1

0

0

0

0

5

1

Table 9: user-user relationship

0
1
0
0
Table 9: Influence Matrix IMAT

For Example, first row in table 9, node ‘1’ posted a
post and node ‘4’ gave its opinion.

Next, draw a graph by adding an edge between nodes
if value is 1. Example, node 1 is connected to node
3, 4, and 5.

Step 9: Input users as nodes with Opinion Score =
‘Positive’, Approval (quote, comments, retweets).

Step 7: OBIN calculates number of times a node
responds to all the topic-posts posted by node 𝑣.

Assign influence probability among nodes to
edges:
Pu,v = (β1 + β2 + β3)

Influence score (IP) = number of responses by v to u

(#𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠 ) + (#𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑠) + (#𝑞𝑢𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑠)
#𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑣

Retrieve friends of top 100 users from Twitter
follower network. Generate community opinion
social network graph G (V, E), where add nodes V
from UserID and edges E from FriendID (Table 7).
Output: Generates a community opinion network
social graph 𝐺= (𝑉, 𝐸).
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User id

Friend_id

IP

Nodes

IP

1

2

0.80

1

120

1

3

0.98

2

118

2

3

0.56

3

116

2

5

0.82

4

115

3

4

0.70

5

108

5

4

0.78

6

5

0.80

Table 10: Influence Matrix IMAT

Table 10: Community influence probability matrix

Filter out nodes that have a lower influence score
than a predefined threshold (fixed number of high
scored nodes greater than 100).

Step 10: Step 7 and 8 combined will result in
community opinion network graph G = (V, E)

Step 8: Construct influence graph generated from the
influence matrix IMAT (Table 9)
1

3

4
6

Step 11: Finally, input G from step 10, MLT under
Greedy Algorithm to activate k-best seed set users
(S(1),......S(T)).

5

7
2
9
8

Input: Social network graph G = (V, E) from step
7, opinion score R, budget k=50, Pu,v ,threshold θ =
random [0, 1].
Step 11.1: We use Greedy algorithm under MLT to
select k(q) users that maximize the total opinion
spread by activated users.
Step 11.2: The spread of influence starts from the
node {1} which results in activation of nodes {2, 3,
5, 4}.
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E.g., {1} ={2, 3}, {2} ={5}, {5} = fail to {4}, {5, 3}
={4}.

Step 11.3. Add user to the seed set S, if user has
highest
opinion spread in each round.
Step 11.4. Scan all inactive users until budget lasts.
Final Output: Seed user set S = {(S(1),......S(T)}
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CHAPTER 4: EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we present various experiments to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of the
proposed approach.
4.1 Dataset Selection
We will conduct our experiments using the users’ posts and opinions of Twitter as a friendship
network since it is currently the most popular social media website. In this thesis, we perform our
experiments on Twitter real-world data set. We extracted data for iPhone12. Our proposed SPOM
method automatically extracts the Twitter follower network, Twitter mention network, Twitter
reply network, and Twitter retweet network through TwitterAPI and stores the data into data
frameworks.

4.1.1 Twitter- API: To collect Twitter data, I have used premium API provided by Twitter for
Academic research. There are two different APIs to collect Twitter data.
(i)

The Representational State Transfer (REST) API provides information about individual
user accounts or popular topics and allows for sending or liking Tweets and following
accounts.

(ii)

The Streaming APIs are used for real-time collection of Tweets and come in two flavors:
a. First, the Filter API extracts Tweets based upon a user’s query containing
keywords, user accounts, or geographic areas.
b. The Filter API is used for studying Twitter content found on a predefined set of
topics, user accounts, or locations.

For our research, we have used the Streaming Filter API used on a predefined set of product and
query parameters such as date of tweet, language, end date.

4.1.1.1 Data Acquisition
In this thesis, we used 239,044 tweets for a single product as our text corpus. We obtained English
tweets from Twitter throughout the month. (August 2020 – July 2021). We have used twitter
streaming because streaming allows you to actively watch for tweets that match certain criteria
in real time. This means that when there aren’t any new tweet matching the criteria, then the
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program will wait until a new tweet is created and then process it. To use streaming you must
create two objects: 1. The stream object uses the Twitter API to get tweets that match some criteria.
This object is the source of tweets that are then processed by a stream listener. 2. The stream
listener receives tweets from the stream. First, we extracted 239,044 tweets and many tweets are
rejected which does not match the criteria in table 20. Out of 239,044 we get 6347 tweets (2261
positive, 1562 negative, 1093 neutral and 1431 objective)
Keyword

iPhone12

Type

Original tweet and not (-is:retweet + -is:reply + -is:nullcast)

Language

English

Start date

01-08-2020

End data

30-07-2021

Approve

Count of (Likes, comments, retweets > 100)

Second, Twitter Follower data (UserID, friendID) for constructing graph G
# Nodes

# Edges

Linkage

106

300

Directed

We first filter out objective reviews (1431) using TextBlob, then we perform frequent feature
mining of selected subjective reviews with support = 0.045. Next, we calculate compound score
of features containing reviews using VADER, after the execution of models on different parameter
for selection of users with most favourable (positive) opinion about the product p = iPhone12.
4.2 Evaluation Measures
We evaluate our proposed ACOMax opinion mining process with OBIN from three performance
matrices and total opinion spread with CONE:
1. Recall: We calculate recall to identify the proportion of actual positives are identified correctly.
Recall is the ratio of the number of users/nodes activated to the total number of nodes in
constructed community opinion network graph.

𝑅=

𝐴
𝐴+𝐵

× 100%

Equation 10: Recall value
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Where in equation 10, A = number of active nodes, B = number of inactive nodes.

2. Precision: We calculate precision to identify the proportion of positive identifications of users
as actual positives. Precision is the ratio of the number of active users/nodes retrieved to the total
number of active and inactive nodes. 𝑃 =

𝐴
𝐴+𝐶

× 100% (C = number of irrelevant nodes retrieved).

Equation 11: Precision value

3. F1 Score: F1-score might be a better measure to use to seek a balance between Precision and
Recall.

𝑃×𝑅

F1-score = 2. 𝑃+𝑅.

Equation 12: F1-score

4.2.1 Performance Analysis: In MLT diffusion model, a user can influence his neighbors with
specific influence weights and has a threshold, which denotes the minimal required influence to
be activated by the neighbors. The weights of the directed social links quantify the influence
propagates from u to v. We quantify the weight Pu,v = (β1 + β2 + β3) i.e., (number of retweets +
replies + mentions of u on v). We store users with positive opinions and opinion ranking above
90% and construct community network graph from it for opinion maximization. The total budget
of seed users are all set as 50, we let k(1) = k(2) = k(n) where k is the number of users to be selected
in each round. We obtain the total opinion of the final set of activated users by repeating the
algorithm 50 times and report the average total opinion spread.

4.2.2 Statistical Analysis: We calculate confidence interval (C.I) to measure the reliability of our
system (Levine, 2010). A confidence interval is a bound on the estimate of a population variable.
It is an interval statistic used to quantify the uncertainty on an estimate. The 99% confidence
interval (CI) is a range of values calculated from our data, that most likely, includes the true value
of what we’re estimating about the population. For example, in table 29, we get a total of 100
influential users, the 99% C.I based on Approve (sum of number of likes, retweets, replies and
mentions of u on v). Average of each node is between (96.85112732155449, 484.1111368293889).

Top Nodes

Opinions

OBIN

ACOMax

Average Bound

Average Bound
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Approve

441.75

484.11

Influence score

65.61

96.85

Approve

243.95

340.67

Influence score

58.87

88.34

100

200

Table 29 Comparison of 99% CI for different number of discovered influential nodes

Table 30 shows the accuracy measure of OBIN and CONE and proposed ACOMax. We can see
that the recall value of ACOMax is 97.89%, this is because OBIN does not extract 106 relevant
nodes which are subjective in nature because it selects user opinions based on feature words in the
reviews because OBIN fails to consider reviews which have slangs, emoji and modalities.
Whereas, ACOMax can extract most of the relevant nodes because we convert reviews in a proper
English word which makes it easy for algorithm to classify text as positive, negative, neutral or
objective in nature. ACOMax could not extract some nodes due to the criteria of less approval
rate (number of likes, shares and retweets).
Precision Recall

F1-score

98.24%

93.71%

95.3%

ACOMax 98.50%

97.89%

98.19%

OBIN

Table 30 Comparison of discovering influential nodes by OBIN, CONE and ACOMax
Precision is 98.50%, this is because it predicts actual positive users, and we filter out objective
texts opinions which makes it easy to distinguish between polarity of text.. We measure the
relevant score by measuring the number of positive nodes (influencing) extracted. As we can see,
with small number of nodes, OBIN and ACOMax give better performance in Precision, but as we
increase the number of nodes, ACOMax performs better because recall value will decrease for
OBIN as it will fail to extract relevant nodes again. Hence, combining subjectivity detection with
sentence preprocessing (slangs, emoji and modalities) will increase the overall F1-score to extract
nodes with the most favourable opinion about the product for construction of opinion network
graph.
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Figure 25 shows the influence nodes based on extracting relevant score of nodes and how the
influence spread achieved by our ACOMax algorithm improves the influence spreads. Following
(Figure 25) is a graph of Tweets vs Influence Rank which depicts positive as well as negative
influencers. Both the parameters of the graph help to identify the top-level trend setters. We
measure the opinion spread by measuring the number of nodes activated by the influential nodes
extracted.

Figure 25: Tweets vs Influence Rank

4.2.3 Total Opinion Spread: Figure 26 shows the opinion spread over the network constructed
from Twitter for top 100 users for CONE and proposed ACOMax. We measure the opinion spread
by measuring the number of nodes activated by the influential nodes mined. As we can see in
figure 26, with small number of seed set (k=10, 20 and 50), ACOMax performs better in opinion
spread because for a specific product, CONE first predicts/estimates opinion of a user and must
start with a huge dataset to select initial set of seed users to start with also known as cold start
problem, this will also be visible with computation time of CONE. ACOMax has initial set of
active (positive) users to begin with and discovers nodes whose opinion is higher which increases
the performance and total opinion spread. Also, ACOMax has a high total opinion spread is
because we start with users with actual positive opinion about the target product instead of
estimating the opinion which is never close to real opinion/preference of the user. Given the same
dataset, ACOMax and CONE will have some common seed but CONE will take a lot of time to
retrieve those users because CONE first must find users with positive opinions before spreading
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the influence in the meantime ACOMax will already add such users to the seed set, hence saving
time and cost for the seller.

k = 10

k = 20

k = 50
Figure 26 Comparison of opinion spread under opinion maximization (CONE vs ACOMax)

We can see in the above figure, as the budget increase opinion spread for ACOMax increases to
more nodes displayed as opinion spread count in figure 26. So, comparison of CONE and
ACOMax to be better is based on the total opinion spread in less time to save time and cost.
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4.3 Complexity Analysis
We measure and compare the complexity analysis for Opinion Maximization and community
opinion network graph generation:
1. ACOMax, for community opinion network graph: O(n log m), n = number of nodes, n = number
of edges. For each user in G, we compute user-user relationship and assign linear threshold score.
For, OM, O((n2 log m)k), where k = budget (number of active nodes as early adopters), n=number
of nodes (106), m=number of edges (300). E.g., for each user-user relation in the dataset (O(n2))
we use the binary search (O(log m)) to search the same value in dataset.
1.1. The first phase is constructing community opinion network graph G = (V, E) which runs in
time O(n log m). For each user in G, we compute user-user relationship and calculate influence
probability score through likes, retweets, comments and mentions. We scan the out-neighbors of
each node and the total number of out-neighbors of all nodes is O(n).
1.2. Greedy algorithm which runs in time O((n2 log m)k), where k is the budget, i.e., the number
of A-nodes to be discovered as early adopters of products p, n is the number of nodes, m is the
number of edges in G. (O(n2)) is because we have to iterate from user-user for activating them and
edges will reduce in every scan as we activate users and add to seed set.
ACOMax

CONE

OBIN

O( (n log m) + (k (n2 log m) ))

O (n2 + (n + m) k3)

O((a * n) + m2 )

Table 31: Complexity Analysis

2. CONE performs opinion estimation and maximization. CONE must perform estimation and
maximization. So, best choice of k does not change much while m or n increases as it must search
through whole network for positive users while estimating opinions in every round till budget lasts.
The time complexity of CONE is roughly O(m2 + (m + V) k3) with is very high as visible in
figure 27 reason being CONE must perform opinion-estimation (positive, negative or neutral) of
users from their historical data and select users with positive opinion in every round which will
result in the best choice of k not changing much while m or n increases as it must search through
whole network for positive users while estimating opinions in every round till budget lasts.
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Figure 27 Time complexity (CONE vs ACOMax)

3. OBIN computed complexity for popularity score of posts (a) and for influence graph.

4.4 Implementation and Coding
❖ IDE (PyCharm for algorithm, Anaconda for visualizing results and Eclipse).
❖ Java as programming language (For Apriori Frequent Feature Opinion Mining)
❖ Python Programming Language:
•

Twitter API for crawling the data from Twitter.

•

spaCy and NLTK for tokenization, stopwords removal and POS tagging

•

NLTK for VADER and TextBlob for subjectivity classification.

•

WordNet and NLTK corpus for semantic orientation of opinions on features.

•

Networkx and igraph for Graphs and Visualization.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this thesis, we proposed a joint approach for opinion mining, which generates the frequent
features related to a product. As input, ACOMax takes in raw unprocessed tweets and first
classifies the tweets at the sentence level to determine whether they express any opinion or not and
pass the filtered positive and neutral opinions for feature opinion mining and calculate feature
opinion polarity using WordNet and store top 106 users with positive opinion to construct a
community opinion network graph and assign influence probabilities using real opinions expressed
through likes, retweets, comment count and quotes on original post about the product p (i.e., Apple
iPhone12). We were able to clean the data required that can be used for sentiment analysis. In this
research, we first time propose the concept of active learning framework of opinion mining and
opinion maximization under the Multi Linear Threshold (MLT) model. We perform experiments
on the real-time data from Twitter to show our proposed ACOMax framework outperforms
existing algorithm such as OBIN and CONE. Community opinion network generation process in
ACOMax is an extended version of OBIN where we added real time influence probability instead
of assigning weightage to edges based on how many times user a visited the profile of other users.
To conclude, we select top 106 users with highest number of followers, overall opinion score of
to construct community opinion network graph G to further selecting top-k users with highest
opinion spread (influence) over the network as early adopters of the product.
However, as the network grows dramatically and parameters also grow, our system can
slow down due to execution time in large-scale network. As, ACOMax combines opinion mining
and maximization for influence spread of a selected product which helps in creating the profile of
the product and mining the real-time data from social networking sites. In future work, (1)
combining the two subtasks (opinion mining and maximization) in a more robust and efficient
manner to target large set of users to create a profile of multiple products and targeting different
countries. (2) consider dynamic networks where new nodes come in, existing nodes leave, or the
influence probability per edge changes as time goes on (i.e., it is not independent to time anymore).
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